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ABSTRACT
Balance is among the most challenging tasks for patients with movement disorders. Study
and treatment of these disorders could greatly benefit from combined software tools that offer
better insights into neuromuscular biomechanics, and predictive capabilities for optimal surgical
and rehabilitation treatment planning. A platform was created to combine musculoskeletal
modeling, closed-loop forward dynamic simulation, optimization techniques, and neuromuscular
control system design. Spinal (stretch-reflex) and supraspinal (operational space task-based)
controllers were developed to test simulation-based hypotheses related to balance recovery and
movement control. A corrective procedure (rectus femoris transfer surgery) was targeted for
children experiencing stiff-knee gait and how this procedure may affect their balance recovery.
Clinical movement analysis and simulation-based approaches were combined to understand the
biomechanical consequences of this surgical procedure. The closed-loop controller was
extended by merging approaches from robotics and biomechanics. A prioritized multi-task,
support-consistent, task-based controller was implemented inside the simulation platform to
synthesize human balance. The simulated results were validated with experimental data of
healthy adults by defining surrogate response surfaces that represent the patients’ primary tasks
(e.g., to keep their balance) as function of defined subtasks (e.g. swing leg positions or torso
orientations). The potential of using this platform to study, predict functional outcomes and
perhaps improve treatments for musculoskeletal conditions is exciting and valuable. This project
not only integrates software tools, but also allows integration of neuroscientists, physiologists,
biomechanists, and physical therapists to adopt, adapt, and generate new solutions for
musculoskeletal conditions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Motivation
Numerical simulations play an important role in solving complex engineering problems

and have the potential to revolutionize medical decision-making and treatment strategies.
Musculoskeletal conditions alone cost the U.S. economy over $849 billion per year (7.7% of the
U.S. Gross Domestic Product) and place great demands on healthcare systems worldwide [1].
Study and treatment of these conditions could greatly benefit from combined software tools that
offer better insight into neuromuscular biomechanics, and predictive capabilities for optimal
surgical and rehabilitation treatment planning.
In recent years, there have been many technological advances in gait-analysis
technologies and devices. These technologies range from various motion capture systems that
record human body positions [2-5], to force plates and pressure sensors that measure ground
reaction forces [6, 7], and to different electromyography instruments [8] that detect muscle
activity during various movements. These systems provide mainly a quantitative description of
human movements; however, the experiments alone do not explain how muscles work together
or how they individually contribute to certain motion or even how the control of these muscles
can influence the resulting motion. Muscle-actuated simulations and bio-inspired control systems
can potentially give insights into the complex interaction between neural commands,
musculoskeletal geometry, and the resulting functional movements. Combining clinical
movement analysis and simulation-based approaches may lead to a better understanding of
biomechanical consequences of different human movement disorders and its treatments.
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1.2.

Simulation Paradigm
Forward dynamics simulations of human movement require consideration of the many

individual elements involved in the control of human motion. These individual elements include
neural transformation, musculoskeletal geometry and multi-joint dynamics (Figure 1.1). First, a
neural command is needed to excite muscles. The electrical potentials of muscles can then be
recorded with electromyography (EMG). Next, muscles produce forces based on length and
velocity properties of the muscle and tendon. The muscle forces are related to joint moments
through musculoskeletal geometry (e.g. muscles’ moment arms, joint types and joint locations).
Moments are used to determine joint accelerations and contact forces by solving the multibody
dynamics equations. The resulting human movements, called states, are then derived by double
integration of the joint accelerations. Finally, human movements feed back through sensory
organs onto underlying neural commands that fine-tune the movement by altering the muscle
length, velocity, and moment arms.

Figure 1. 1: Diagram of the individual elements between neural command and movement.
Rehabilitation strategies alter many elements and the effects are not easily measured.
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Many of these elements have been investigated individually through different
experiments. These studies utilized a variety of experimental tools such as electrical stimulation
of muscle fibers [9], cadaver studies that measured muscle moment arms [10], and the MRI
imaging of live human body segments [11] to investigate the relationship between muscle
excitations and human movement. However, experiments alone are limited in understanding
complex human movement dynamics, and simulations can complement experiments. Although a
few variables responsible for movement (e.g., kinematics, ground reaction forces, and EMG) can
be measured, it is extremely difficult to measure important variables such as muscle activities
and joint forces for all muscles and joints involved. It is even more difficult to establish causeand-effect relationships that give insight into muscle function.
Similar to an observed movement, a simulated movement results from the interactions
among many individual elements. Patient-specific models are used to generate the
musculoskeletal geometry and multi-joint dynamics considered in a simulated movement.
Combining these simulations with experimental data enable cause-and-effect relationships to be
identified and can give insight into the potential treatment for an abnormality or a neurological
disorder. Gait and balance abnormalities commonly observed in children with cerebral palsy are
typically treated by surgically altering muscle function. Unfortunately, the outcomes of such
treatments are variable. Patient-specific simulations have utility in evaluating the potential
efficacy of surgical correction. Simulated movement also provides estimates of important
variables involved in generating the movement. A new approach using patient-specific
computational models, control system designs, and optimization may be used to discover a new
movement as a treatment and to predict functional outcomes using pre-treatment data.
Simulation is a vital tool for multidisciplinary study of human movement control because it can
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provide fundamental insights into the causes of movement and can point the way to optimal
treatment recommendations.
1.3.

Related Work
Computational models and simulation-based approaches have emerged as powerful tools

for investigating muscle coordination and function during human movement. Biomechanical
models have been developed to estimate muscular forces in the lower extremity during balance
[12, 13] , walking [14-17], running [18-20], cycling [21-23], jumping [24-26], kicking[27], and
other physical activities [28-32]. Sophisticated muscle-actuated, dynamic simulations have been
developed to address specific clinical questions. For example, studies have been conducted to
assess electrical stimulation systems to restore unsupported gait to paraplegics [33], to evaluate
exercise for persons with spinal cord injury [34, 35] and for patients suffering from patellafemoral pain [36], to examine the influence of foot positioning and joint compliance on ankle
sprains [37, 38], and to investigate causes of stiff-knee gait [39-41]. These studies have
demonstrated the potential utility of models and computer simulations for analyzing causes of
abnormalities and the effects of treatments.
Given that the ability of the model to accurately represent real-life subjects affects the
validity of a simulation, a model providing the closest representation of the experimental subject
produces the best variable estimations and relationship identifications. There is a rapidly growing
community of engineers, therapists, and scientists eager to address clinically motivated questions
on medical rehabilitation. Thus, our work here promises to significantly impact more than one
field.
First-generation patient-specific models [42-50] have laid the foundation for simulations
to predict patient outcomes; however, patient-specific modeling and simulation technology need
4

to be advanced significantly to realize the full potential of personalized, simulation-based
medicine [51]. Computer simulations have made a huge impact across different science and
engineering disciplines [52, 53], animations designs [54], and the movie industry. For similar
impacts to be made in human movement simulation and control, multidisciplinary research teams
need to be formed to merge simulations and experimental measurements with higher-level
control systems and robotics concepts and methodologies [55, 56]. This synergistic relationship
not only produces the best possible simulation results, but also has a potential to transform the
biomechanics research field
Furthermore, simulation and control of human movement is a challenging problem that
requires simultaneous knowledge of human anatomy and physiology, physics, engineering,
computer simulations, robotics and control system design. While biomechanists aim to record
and analyze movements to enhance athletic performance or design new rehabilitation techniques,
researchers in the field of robotics try to improve robot designs and control algorithms to create
human like movement. Both fields can benefit from software tools that merge these
methodologies to answer complex questions regarding human movement.
In the field of robotics, there has been much research aiming to emulate human motion
and create human-like robots [57-60]. Experimental human motion capture was mapped to
different models using inverse dynamics approaches [61, 62], but these simulations were limited
in predicting and synthesizing new motions. Inspired by human behaviors, goal-driven
controllers were introduced to control task oriented dynamic problems in humanoid robots [63,
64] and synthesize human motion [65, 66]. Validating these controllers requires the use of
complex physiological musculoskeletal models. Recent studies have shown successful
applications of task-based controllers to create realistic human motion [66, 67]. In this research,
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the task-based controller was used to control complex upper body and lower body
musculoskeletal models to investigate hypotheses regarding human movement and balance
control.
1.4.

Specific Aims
In this research, we created a platform to combine musculoskeletal modeling, forward

dynamic simulation, optimization techniques, and neuromuscular control system design to test
simulation-based hypotheses related to balance recovery and movement control. Balance is
among the most challenging tasks for patients with neuromuscular disorders such as children
with cerebral palsy [68-70]. Using the platform, we hope to develop scientific guidelines for
understanding and improving balance recovery in patients with neuromuscular disorders.
Stiff-knee gait is a troublesome neuromuscular disorder among children with cerebral
palsy. Patients experiencing stiff-knee gait typically adopt energy-inefficient movements due to
over-activity of lower extremity muscles and are prone to falling and tripping. Currently,
corrective procedures are based on qualitative observations during clinical examination, gait
analysis, and the experience of clinicians. Unfortunately, successful outcomes of such procedures
are variable. Until there is a scientific basis for making treatment decisions, outcomes are not
likely to improve. Combining clinical movement analysis and simulation-based approaches may
lead to a better understanding of biomechanical consequences of stiff-knee gait and its
treatments.
The first objective of this study was to develop a simulation and control platform to test
simulation-based hypotheses related to balance recovery and movement control. The platform
then was used to investigate balance recovery in children with stiff-knee gait, to explore the
functional consequences of a commonly used surgical intervention, and to examine how
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predictive simulations that synthesize normal healthy movement can identify the biomechanical
factors that may affect postural responses. Next, the balance recovery simulations were
synthesized and validated using methodologies from biomechanics, robotics, control system
design, optimizations and patient-specific modeling. To accomplish these ends, the following
specific aims were addressed:
Aim 1 designed a platform for dynamic simulation and control of movement based on
OpenSim and MATLAB. We combined the rapid model-based design, control systems and
powerful numerical methods strengths of MATLAB/Simulink with the simulation and human
movement dynamics strengths of OpenSim by developing a new interface between the two
software tools. OpenSim is integrated with Simulink using the MATLAB S-function mechanism,
and the interface is demonstrated using both open-loop and closed-loop control systems. While
the open-loop system uses MATLAB/Simulink to separately reproduce the OpenSim Forward
Dynamics Tool, the closed-loop system adds the unique feature of feedback control to OpenSim,
which is necessary for most human movement simulations. The new interface presented here not
only integrates the OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink software tools, but also allows
neuroscientists, physiologists, biomechanists, and physical therapists to adapt and generate new
solutions as treatments for musculoskeletal conditions. To achieve this aim, we:

1) Developed a MATLAB® S-function (system-function) based on an OpenSim model as a
Simulink® block written in C++ and compiled as a MEX-file using the MATLAB® mex
utility.
a.

Began with an annotated S-function template containing skeleton implementations of
all the required and optional callback methods that an S-function can implement

b.

Updated the S-function to include OpenSim header files
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c.

Implemented parameter handling methods (e.g., mdlCheckParameters verifies new
parameter settings whenever parameters change or are re-evaluated during a
simulation) to operate on the desired OpenSim model.

d.

Implemented configuration and execution methods (e.g., mdlInitializeSizes, mdlStart,
mdlOutputs, mdlDerivatives, and mdlTerminate) to operate on the desired OpenSim
model.

e.

Defined required S-function trailer (e.g., identifying MEX-function interface
mechanism to Simulink®).

2) Created two Simulink® model examples that load and execute the OpenSim-based Sfunction
developed in step 1.
a.

Open loop control model.

b.

Closed loop control model.

3) Posted all C++ source code, Simulink® model examples resulting from steps 1&2 on
SimTK.org within a public SimTK.org project dedicated to the interface between OpenSim
and MATLAB®/Simulink®.
Aim 2 designed a simulation and control pipeline using the OpenSim/MATALB platform
for predictive patient-specific neuromuscular systems.
The next step was to design a pipeline for simulation and control of patient-specific
neuromuscular systems. Human movement requires the coordination of many muscles, and the
transformations between neural control and purposeful movement are highly complex and
involve many individual elements. Many of these individual elements have been characterized
through experiments. However, considering experiments alone limits the understanding of
movement dynamics to an understanding of only the individual aspects of motion. Simulations
complement experiments by helping us to understand how these individual aspects work together
to produce motion. Although a few variables responsible for movement such as kinematics,
ground reaction forces, and electromyography be measured, it is particularly difficult to measure
important variables such as individual muscle activities and actual joint forces. Predictive
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modeling and simulations provide tools to investigate these limitations. A new treatment strategy
combining physical examination, movement analysis, and simulation-based approaches may lead
to a better understanding of human movement control. To achieve this aim, we implemented the
following pipeline:
1) Created musculoskeletal models using OpenSim software for each specific application.
2) Scaled generic models based on specific subjects’ anthropometric data
3) Performed inverse kinematics analysis to determine model kinematics that best match the
experimentally measured kinematics.
4) Ran Forward Dynamics simulation to estimate states and generate motion due to muscle
excitations.
5) Designed different controllers to perform predictive dynamic simulations
a. Low-level spinal stretch-reflex feedback controller
b. High-level task based controller to track kinematics
Aim 3 utilized the simulation and control pipeline to investigate the role of rectus femoris
muscle in balance recovery in children with cerebral palsy. Stiff knee gait is a prevalent and
troublesome movement disorder among children with cerebral palsy (CP), whereby peak knee
flexion is diminished during the swing phase of gait due to over-activity of lower extremity
muscles such as Rectus Femoris. Rectus femoris transfer surgery, a common treatment for stiffknee gait, reattaches the distal tendon of this muscle from patella to the Sartorius insertion on the
tibia. As a biarticular muscle, rectus femoris may play a unique role in motor control and has
unrecognized benefits for maintaining balance. This study uses musculoskeletal modeling,
forward dynamics simulation, optimization techniques, and neuromuscular control system design
to investigate the role of the rectus femoris muscle on balance recovery following supportsurface translations in children with CP following rectus femoris transfer surgery. We
hypothesized that due to the unique role of rectus femoris muscle as a biarticular muscle acting
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as a hip flexor and a knee extensor, pre-surgical simulations would be more stable (greater
disturbance rejection ability) than post-surgical simulations. To achieve this aim, we:
1) Created patient specific musculoskeletal models of children with spastic CP before and after
rectus femoris transfer surgery adopting either a mild or moderate crouched posture;
2) Designed a biologically-inspired, closed-loop control system for balance recovery
3) Generated forward dynamic simulations to examine balance recovery following supportsurface translations
4) Evaluated stability margins using the extrapolated center of mass position and minimum
time-to-boundary of the base of support.
Aim 4 combined techniques from biomechanics, robotics, control system design,
optimizations and patient-specific modeling to synthesize balance recovery. A scientific
framework developed in aims 1-3 is needed in combination with experimental data to validate
the simulation results and synthesize balance recovery data and predict movement. Experimental
balance recovery data of two healthy adults was used to investigate underlying neural strategies
for balance control. A higher-level task-based controller was implemented to track the
relationship between the primary and secondary tasks defined using the experimental balance
recovery kinematics data and to synthesize new motions. Kinematics and muscle activation
patterns were then compared to the experimental balance recovery data. These simulations
enable a more rational basis to be developed for evaluating balance recovery and deciding on
treatment planning in patients with neurological disorders. To achieve this aim, we:
1) Collected and analyzed the experimental balance recovery data of two healthy adults.
2) Created patient-specific models and ran kinematics analyses and processed EMGs to enable a
reference experimental balance data for our simulations.
3) Utilized a high-level controller to estimate muscle excitations to synthesize experimental
balance recovery data using forward dynamics simulations.
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a) Defined an initial task force to keep the extrapolated CoM under the base of support and
maintain balance
b) Defined secondary tasks to move the feet and take step accordingly to avoid falling in
cases when extrapolated CoM is outside the base of support.
4) Validated our simulated results with the experimental data of healthy adults by defining
surrogate response surfaces that represent the patient’s primary tasks as function of defined
subtasks.
Together, these aims determine the roles of musculoskeletal modeling and balance
control in patients with neurological disorders and direct future research for designing more
effective treatment planning. The mechanisms behind human movement and balance control are
exceptionally complex; yet, simulation gives insight into the complex interaction between
muscle excitations, musculoskeletal geometry and observed multi-joint movements. Combining
clinical gait analysis and simulation-based approaches may lead to a better understanding of the
biomechanical causes of and treatments for movement disorders.
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CHAPTER 2
A PLATFORM FOR DYNAMIC SIMULATION AND CONTROL OF
MOVEMENT BASED ON OPENSIM AND MATLAB
2.1.

Introduction
Numerical simulations play an important role in solving complex engineering problems

and have the potential to revolutionize medical decision making and treatment strategies.
Musculoskeletal conditions alone cost the U.S. economy over $849 billion per year (7.7% of the
U.S. Gross Domestic Product) and place great demands on healthcare systems worldwide [71].
Modeling and simulation software allows biomechanists to view models, edit muscles, generate
simulations, and analyze biomechanical systems. Separately, mathematical computing software
allows engineers and scientists to develop algorithms, analyze data, visualize results, and
perform numerical computations. The study and treatment of musculoskeletal conditions could
greatly benefit from combined software tools that offer a better understanding of neuromuscular
biomechanics, and predictive capabilities for optimal surgical and rehabilitation treatment
planning.
Two general

categories

of commercial software

packages

(engineering and

musculoskeletal) have been used for modeling and simulation of biomechanical systems. These
systems have been studied using commercial engineering software packages such as ANSYS
[72], CATIA [73], ADAMS [74, 75], SD-FAST [76], Working Model [77] and MATLAB [78].
However, it is difficult to use built-in mechanical and electrical elements in these packages to
model biomechanical systems. To address this issue, commercial musculoskeletal software
packages such as SIMM (MusculoGraphics, Inc.), Visual 3-D (C-Motion, Inc.), and AnyBody
(AnyBody Technology) were developed to study different biomechanical systems such as lower
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limbs [79, 80] , upper limbs [81, 82], and the cervical and lumbar spine [83, 84]. Unfortunately,
these packages do not share model standards or support data exchange as the engineering
packages do. Moreover, neither engineering nor musculoskeletal commercial software packages
provide access to, or customization of source code, which makes it difficult for researchers to
extend software capabilities.
OpenSim [85], a free and open-source (e.g. non-commercial, peer-produced and publicly
accessible API header files) modeling and simulation platform, was developed as an extension to
the commercial musculoskeletal software package SIMM [79, 86, 87] to create a custom
software package for modeling and simulating biomechanical systems. This package has
computational tools offering built-in tracking algorithms (e.g., computed muscle control),
actuators (e.g., muscle models), and analyses (e.g., muscle-induced accelerations). Its graphical
user interface provides a suite of high-level tools for viewing models, editing muscles,
generating muscle-actuated simulations, and plotting results. OpenSim has been used to model
musculoskeletal movements such as walking [88-90] and running [20, 91] and has been used to
investigate biomechanical consequences of surgical treatment options [42, 92, 93]. Although
users can extend OpenSim by writing their own plug-ins in C++, this software lacks the robust
design and control components which are needed for real-time changes to input controls (e.g.,
excitations driving torque or muscle actuators), external forces, and initial conditions associated
with each simulation.
The MATLAB/Simulink (Math Works, Inc.) package, a powerful mathematical
computing and control software, is a natural choice to complement the OpenSim software.
Whereas MATLAB provides a programming environment for algorithm development and
numerical computation, Simulink extends MATLAB with a graphical environment for rapid
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model-based design, control, and simulation of complex dynamic systems. Despite its
widespread use, this powerful package has limited resources for simulations of biomechanical
systems and could benefit from an interface to the OpenSim musculoskeletal software package.
Currently, there is no freely available, open-source computational tool providing an
interface between software packages for modeling and simulating biomechanical systems with
robust design and control. Others developed tools (MMS) to convert models from a commercial
musculoskeletal software package (SIMM) into Simulink blocks[94] or coupled commercial
musculoskeletal tools (AnyBody) with a commercial engineering software package (ANSYS)
[95]. Alternatively, some linked their non-commercial simulation software (MSMS) with
MATLAB [96]; however, their package uses SimMechanics toolbox for simulating
musculoskeletal dynamics. Our goal was to develop and disseminate a free interface (based on
MATLAB’s well-documented S-Function) between OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink that
combines their relevant strengths such as rapid model-based design, control systems, numerical
simulation, and human movement dynamics. The OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink integrated
platform contributes to the overall understanding of human movement and has the potential to
improve surgical and rehabilitation treatment planning.
2.2.

Methods
We start by defining the basic elements of a forward dynamics simulation of a

musculoskeletal model and describe how it works in OpenSim. We then explain the basic
concepts and algorithms underlying the new S-function (system function) interface between
OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink. Finally, we demonstrate its application in both open-loop and
closed-loop control systems using a model of a human arm.
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Figure 2. 1: Flowchart illustrating components of forward dynamics in OpenSim and
MATLAB/Simulink. Simulink (large blue rectangle) is used instead of the OpenSim Forward
Dynamics Tool. The OpenSim transformations (orange rectangles) between a neural command
and state derivatives (e.g., joint accelerations) involve musculotendon dynamics, musculoskeletal
geometry, and multibody dynamics. Input files (green rectangles) are required by OpenSim for
the model, controls (if applicable), initial states, and external loads (if applicable). The Simulink
input signal (if applicable) and MATLAB transformation (red rounded rectangles) between joint
accelerations and observed movement involves numerical integration. The interface can use
MATLAB integrators instead of OpenSim integrators for the forward dynamics. The new Sfunction interface (red dotted rectangle) takes a controls file or Simulink signal and computes
state derivatives subsequently integrated by MATLAB.
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2.2.1. Forward Dynamics Simulation of a Musculoskeletal Model
A forward dynamics simulation is the integration of the differential equations that define
the dynamics of a musculoskeletal model [97]. In forward dynamics, a mathematical model of
the system describes how model states (e.g. joint positions and velocities, muscle activations and
fiber lengths) change (due to applied neural excitations driving muscles, forces, and/or torque
actuators) according to Newton’s second law (1):
−1
q = [M ( q )] {τ + b( q,q ) + g( q ) + F }

(1)

where q represents the model’s generalized coordinate accelerations vector due to joint torques τ
(multiplication of the muscle moment arms matrix by the muscle forces vector), Coriolis and
centrifugal forces vector, b( q , q ) , as a function of coordinates q , and their velocities q , gravity
vector g ( q ) , vector of generalized forces applied to the model F , and the inverse of the mass
matrix [M ( q )] .
−1

The Forward Dynamics Tool in OpenSim (Figure 2.1, orange rectangles) uses a neural
command from an input controls file (e.g., controls.xml) to generate an output states file (e.g.,
states.sto). Potential model inputs are excitations driving muscles, forces, and/or torque actuators.
Using musculotendon dynamics, including activation-contraction and muscle-tendon dynamics,
the forces actuating the model are computed; subsequently, using musculoskeletal geometry, the
joint moments are computed. In addition to the internal loads, external loads such as ground
reaction forces and moments are applied to the model for certain movements (e.g. human gait).
Accelerations are then found with Eq. (1) as all parameters on the right hand side of the equation
are known. OpenSim uses a 5th-order Runge-Kutta-Feldberg integrator (Runge-Kutta-Merson
integrator in newer versions) to numerically solve the differential equations that define the
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dynamics of a musculoskeletal model and compute the output states of a model including joint
positions and velocities (observed movement).
2.2.2. Interface between OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink
The OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink interface (Figure 2.2.a) is developed to combine
relevant strengths of each software package and enable a user to perform musculoskeletal
simulations directly in a model-based design and control system environment. The new interface
uses the well-documented S-function API to interact with the Simulink engine. An S-function is
a computer language description of a Simulink block written in MATLAB, FORTRAN, C, or
C++ language (we chose C++ to have easy access to all OpenSim C++ functions and
dynamically linked libraries) and compiled as MEX-files. This dynamically linked subroutine
can be automatically loaded and executed by MATLAB/Simulink. This interaction is very
similar to the interaction that takes place between the engine and built-in Simulink blocks.
Similar to the execution of built-in Simulink blocks, the execution of the S-function
interface proceeds in a number of stages (Figure 2.2.b & 2.2.c). First, the Simulink model is
initialized. Prior to the first simulation loop, the Simulink engine initializes the S-function’s block
characteristics by creating SimStruct (simulation structure) containing information such as the
number and dimensions of input and output ports. In the next step, the S-function’s parameters are
processed, which includes creating and setting up an OpenSim model, incorporating the block’s
sample time, and allocating the required memory. Then, the simulation loop begins and a series of
simulation steps begin. During each simulation step, the Simulink engine calls S-function
methods that compute the OpenSim model’s states, state derivatives, and outputs for the current
simulation time. In the next step, the initial conditions (i.e., OpenSim model states) for the
integration are set, any defined outputs are calculated, and the states are updated, which
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synchronizes the OpenSim model and Simulink block states. The S-function then uses OpenSim
methods to calculate the state derivatives necessary to solve (i.e., integrate) for the motion (i.e.,
states) of the OpenSim model. The Simulink engine repeats previous output and derivative stages
at minor time steps to compute the integrated states for the S-function. The integration continues
until the solver reaches the desired accuracy for the computed states over the simulation time.
The OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink interface requires the same inputs as the OpenSim
Forward Dynamics Tool such as an OpenSim model file, controls file, initial states file, and
external loads file (Figure 2.1, green rectangles). In lieu of a controls file, the user is able to use a
Simulink signal, MATLAB workspace structure, or a data file. The S-function uses OpenSim’s
underlying Simbody dynamics engine and MATLAB integrators to generate the forward
dynamics simulation of an OpenSim model (Figure 2.1, red dotted rectangle). The user can easily
change Simulink configuration parameters (e.g., integration solver, error tolerance, etc.) to suit the
requirements of the problem at hand.
2.2.3. Open-loop Model Application
A generic open-loop Simulink model that loads and executes the OpenSim-based Sfunction was created (Figure 2.3.a). The Forward Dynamics Tool in OpenSim and the S-function
block without feedback control in Simulink are both considered open-loop systems. For an openloop forward dynamics simulation, controls (e.g., excitations driving torque or muscle actuators)
are the inputs to the multibody system (e.g., musculoskeletal system) and states (e.g., motion) are
the outputs. The output states are the system’s response to the input controls. The S-function
interface works with any OpenSim model by defining block parameters for a particular simulation
(Figure 2.3.b).
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Figure 2. 2: Overview of the new S-function interface. (a) The interface links the rapid modelbased design and control systems strengths of MATLAB/Simulink with the numerical simulation
and human movement dynamics strengths of OpenSim. (b) Flowchart illustrating stages for each
Simulink simulation. (c) OpenSim v1.9 (higher versions not shown) methods called during each
simulation stage.
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Figure 2. 3: Overview of an open-loop model application for arm flexion. (a) The Simulink
graphical editor window shows input controls (U), the new S-function interface (middle), and the
output states (Y). (b) The custom Simulink block parameter dialog box shows every input
parameter required (or optional) by the OpenSim Forward Dynamics Tool to perform a
simulation. (c) The output states may be displayed using a State Selector and Scope within the
graphical editor or they may be loaded as a motion file in OpenSim to visualize the simulated
movement.
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To demonstrate the open-loop characteristics and compare how well the S-function in
MATLAB/Simulink agrees with the Forward Dynamics Tool in OpenSim, simple human arm
model with 2 degrees of freedom (shoulder elevation and elbow flexion) and 6 muscle-tendon
actuators (triceps brachii long head, triceps brachii lateral head, triceps brachii medial head,
biceps brachii long head, biceps brachii short head, and brachialis) was utilized to simulate an
elbow flexion movement during 1 second simulation. The model’s states were integrated in
MATLAB using a variable step size, non-stiff, ode45 (Dormand-Prince) integrator. The error
tolerance for the MATLAB integrator was the default value of 1e-3. The error tolerance of
OpenSim’s integrator was set to 1e-3 to make it as accurate as the MATLAB integrator. The
motions resulting from the OpenSim and Simulink simulations of elbow flexion were directly
compared.
2.2.4. Closed-loop Model Application
A generic closed-loop Simulink model that loads and executes the OpenSim-based Sfunction was created (Figure 2.4). The open-loop Simulink model from the previous section is
limited to using predefined input controls that cannot be changed; however, many human
movement applications require closed-loop control systems that update input controls to generate
a desired output. We extended the open-loop model by adding a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller with feedback.
To demonstrate the closed-loop characteristics, a human arm model balancing a pole was
implemented in OpenSim. The pole was modeled in OpenSim as a cylinder with mass of 10 kg,
height of 30 cm and base radius of 2.5 cm. This biomechanical system had three degrees of
freedom (shoulder elevation, elbow flexion and pole rotation), 6 muscle-tendon actuators and a
constraint on forearm (using OpenSim point on line constraint function) to keep the hand
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connection point with the pole joint to move along the horizontal direction. A PID controller was
used to balance a pole above the hand by adjusting the required control for the mentioned arm
muscles. We normalized the controller output based on each muscle’s maximum isometric force
and designed the muscle’s gain matrix. We then multiplied the muscle’s gain matrix by the
controller output to generate the realistic control signal for individual muscles. The controller
gains were tuned using the classic Ziegler–Nichols method [98]. The desired pole angle
(measured from vertical) was 0º. It was used to compute a pole angle error and, subsequently, a
control correction. The initial controls, computed from static optimization, were used to maintain
the arm position before a control correction was necessary. The combination of control correction
and initial controls is analogous (but not identical) to the human neural command associated with
the arm balancing a pole. Random force disturbances were added to the pole to cause an
imbalance and the pole angle error was observed.
2.3.

Results
The new interface between OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink allowed rapid model-

based design and numerical simulation of human movement using both open-loop (Figure 2.3 &
2.5) and closed-loop (Figure 2.4 & 2.6) control systems.
For the open-loop case, the Simulink generated shoulder angle matched the OpenSim
generated angle within a 0.03º root mean square (RMS) difference (Figure 2.5b). The RMS
difference for the elbow flexion angle was 0.06º (Figure 2.5c). Using the OpenSim integrator
error tolerance of 1e-3, the computation time was 7.1 seconds with the graphical user interface
(GUI) and 3.2 seconds without the GUI (computational speed was assessed on a 3.2 GHz Intel®
Xeon® workstation with 3.00 GB of RAM). However, it took 3.9 seconds to generate the same
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forward dynamics simulation of the arm model using the new S-function and the MATLAB
integrator.
For the closed-loop case, the PID controller successfully rejected random force
disturbances ranging between ±30 N (Figure 2.6b) and balanced the pole with a maximum pole
angle error from vertical of 1.19º (Figure 2.6c). Using the MATLAB integrator with the same
error tolerance as the open-loop case, the computation time for the closed-loop system was 5.9
seconds.

Figure 2. 4: Example closed-loop Simulink model extending the open-loop case with control of
a human arm balancing a pole. The desired pole angle (measured from vertical) was zero and
used to compute a pole angle error. The proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, along
with the muscle gain matrix was used to compute control correction signals for each of the six
muscles to balance the pole, despite random force disturbances exerted on the pole.
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Figure 2. 5: Open-loop simulation of elbow flexion and differences between movements
generated by OpenSim and Simulink simulations. (a) A simple human arm model with 2 degrees
of freedom and 6 muscle-tendon actuators (six time frame series of a one second elbow flexion
movement shown). (b) Shoulder angles and (c) elbow angles for the OpenSim and Simulink
simulations.

2.4.

Discussion
Rehabilitation and treatment of musculoskeletal conditions could greatly benefit from

integrated computational tools to better understand of human movement and plan optimal
treatments. Our goal was to develop an interface between OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink that
combines their relevant strengths. The new S-function interface combines the robust design,
powerful math, and control system strengths of MATLAB with the numerical simulation and
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human movement dynamics strengths of OpenSim. This integrated platform has promise for
better understanding movement control and the potential to improve treatment planning.

Figure 2. 6: Closed-loop simulation of balancing a pole despite random force disturbances. (a) A
PID controlled human arm model balancing a pole (five time frame series from 0.25s to 0.55s
shown). (b) Random force disturbances were exerted on the pole and (c) the pole angle measured
from vertical remained small.

The RMS difference on the order of 1e-2º between OpenSim and Simulink simulated
joint angles is reasonable given the differences between the two integrators. Whereas OpenSim
uses a 5th-order Runge-Kutta-Feldberg integrator with the error tolerance of 1e-3, we used the
MATLAB variable step size, ode45 (Dormand-Prince) integrator with the default error tolerance
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value of 1e-3. By tightening the error tolerance for each integrator, the RMS difference between
MATLAB and OpenSim joint angles can be significantly reduced; unfortunately, this change
increases computation time significantly. This time increase becomes even more significant for
large, complicated OpenSim models such as the OpenSim gait2354 model used for walking
movements. However, a new integrator in OpenSim (v2.2 and higher) uses an error controlled
and robust Runge-Kutta-Merson algorithm from SimTK. This integrator is comparable to
MATLAB’s integrators and is proving to be even faster for stiff problems such as contact
modeling. We have ongoing projects employing this new OpenSim integrator.
The S-function and control systems software development in this study had several
limitations. First, the compatible versions of OpenSim (v2.3.1), MATLAB (v7.13.0), and
Simulink (v7.7) were based on those available at the time of the S-function interface
development. Thus, generating the newer versions of the interface may be needed as future
versions of these software packages may improve computational efficiency and add new
features. However, the current version of the interface, which is compatible with all versions of
OpenSim (v1.9-v2.3.1), seems to be sufficient as it contains all of the previous OpenSim features
plus the new contact modeling capability. Unlike the biomechanical contact models which can be
idealized into joints or constraints in older versions of OpenSim, the new contact model arises
from deformations of the compliant materials from which biological systems are composed (e.g.
Hertz contact model and Elastic Foundation model) [99]. Second, the Forward Dynamics Tool is
the only OpenSim tool extended by the interface and other tools (e.g., Inverse Dynamics, Static
Optimization, and Computed Muscle Control) are beyond the scope of this study. With the
exception of Computed Muscle Control, OpenSim tools do not require feedback of model states
to compute input controls. Third, the PID control was one of the simplest approaches among the
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many available closed-loop control systems for the balancing the pole. However, by applying the
muscle gain in our closed-loop controller which was designed based on the muscle physiology
and maximum isometric force, we made the control signal or muscle excitation to act analogous
(but not identical) to the human neural command system. Fourth, despite the popularity and
robustness of Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning method, the users should be careful in picking
proportional controller gain which can venture into unstable regions and cause the system to
become out of control. Although the controller development is not a focus of this study, the new
interface allows custom, complex controllers to be developed, tested, and refined. The arm
model was intended as a simple application for both open-loop and closed-loop control systems
to demonstrate the developed S-function interface; however, complex dynamic and control
systems are necessary for clinical problems.
Despite these limitations, the interface allows users to access any OpenSim model within
MATLAB/Simulink and perform forward dynamics simulations using the Simbody™ dynamics
engine and MATLAB integrators. There is no need for users to recompile the S-function each
time they perform a simulation, change models, or switch integrators. The user is able to easily
change the integrator within Simulink to suit the problem’s stiffness or desired error tolerance.
The interface’s design is based on OpenSim menus and terminology, which make it easier for
users to input the required files as S-function parameters. Moreover, it provides a single interface
for all OpenSim-required input data files such as controls, initial states, and external forces. This
input data can be provided by a Simulink signal, a MATLAB workspace variable, or a data file.
This flexibility adds the unique ability of real-time changes to controls for OpenSim models,
which has otherwise been unavailable to OpenSim users to this point and is necessary for
feedback control systems to study musculoskeletal conditions. For example, insights into the
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potential treatment for gait abnormalities may be investigated. Gait abnormalities commonly
observed in children with cerebral palsy are typically treated by surgically altering muscle
functions. Unfortunately, this treatment strategy does not consistently result in improved
outcomes. Patient-specific simulations have utility to determine the potential efficacy of surgical
correction.
Although our interface shares some similarities with other interfaces, this work is
fundamentally different from previous work focused on functional electrical stimulation [94] and
finite element analysis [95]. Other interfaces are built on commercial dynamics engines such as
SD/Fast, and employ commercial musculoskeletal software such as SIMM or AnyBody. In our
case, we build on the freely available Simbody dynamics engine and employ the freely available
OpenSim software. Unlike other interfaces that require additional steps to compile files
containing the equations of motion for the simulation, the generated interface does not require
additional compilation steps. The users also should not confuse the developed interface with
OpenSim’s built-in capability of running the Forward Dynamics Tool using MATLAB command
line feature, which only runs OpenSim tools from the command line, without any graphical
representation. On the contrary, our tool uses OpenSim’s dynamic engine and MATLAB’s
integrators and combines these in a Simulink block to add the potential of applying it in closed
loop control systems.
The potential to use OpenSim and MATLAB/Simulink to study and perhaps improve
treatments for musculoskeletal conditions is exciting and valuable. This project not only
integrates software tools, but also allows integration of neuroscientists, physiologists,
biomechanics, and physical therapists to adopt, adapt, and generate new solutions for
musculoskeletal conditions. The entire source codes, Simulink model examples, and user
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documentation related to this work is available on a SimTK.org project dedicated to the interface
(https://simtk.org/home/opensim-matlab).
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION AND CONTROL PIPELINE FOR PREDICTIVE PATIENTSPECIFIC NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEMS
The next step in creating a patient-specific model is to design a pipeline for simulation
and control of patient-specific neuromuscular systems. Human movement requires the
coordination of many muscles, and the transformations between neural control and purposeful
movements are highly complex and involve many individual elements. Many of these individual
elements have been characterized through experiments. However, experiments alone limit
understanding of movement dynamics, simulations complement experiments. Although a few
variables responsible for movement (e.g., kinematics, ground reaction forces, and EMG) can be
measured, it is extremely difficult to measure important variables such as muscle activities and
joint forces. Predictive modeling and simulation provide tools to investigate these limitations. A
new treatment strategy combining physical examination, movement analysis, and simulationbased approaches may lead to a better understanding of human movement control. In order to
achieve these goals, we used the following pipeline for the patient specific modeling, simulations
and control of musculoskeletal models.
1) Create musculoskeletal models using OpenSim software for the specific application
2) Scale generic models based on specific subjects’ anthropometric data
3) Perform the inverse kinematics analysis to determine model kinematics that best match the
experimentally measured kinematics.
4) Run forward dynamics simulation to estimate states and generate motion due to muscle
excitations.
5) Design controllers to perform predictive dynamic simulations
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3.1.

Create Musculoskeletal Models
All the musculoskeletal models were developed using the OpenSim software. OpenSim is

available through SimTK.org website. SimTK is the Simbios Biosimulation Toolkit, a collection
of open source software tools supporting high-performance physics based simulation of
biological structures and includes the OpenSim API. Simbody, SimTK’s multibody dynamics
engine, is the underlying dynamic engines for OpenSim. Figure 3.1 [100] shows OpenSim’s
computational and functional layers. OpenSim relies on the computational infrastructure
provided by Simbody, particularly for creating and solving the multibody dynamics System.
OpenSim [85], a free and open-source (e.g. non-commercial, peer-produced

and publicly

accessible API header files) modeling and simulation platform, was developed as an extension to
the commercial musculoskeletal software package SIMM [79, 86, 87] to create a custom
software package for modeling and simulating biomechanical systems.
Using OpenSim generic model libraries, we can modify any generic model and add more
complexities such as adding new degrees of freedom, defining costume joints (e.g. pin, ball,
slider, pin-in-slot costume joints), introducing foot-ground contact models (e.g. Hunt and
Crossley, Elastic Foundation), adding actuators to the models (e.g. torque actuators, muscle
actuators). All these model parts maybe needed depending on complexity of the analyzed
movement and to what extent these details are required to answer your research questions. We
started our simulations in chapter 2 with a simple upper-body model with 2 degrees of freedom
and 6 muscle actuators to test the closed-loop forward dynamics simulations. In the next chapter,
we used the lower extremity model with 23 degrees of freedom and 92 muscle actuators to
simulate balance recovery in children with cerebral palsy.
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Figure 3. 1: Different OpenSim layers. The base layer is the computational layer provided by
Simbody (in blue). Simbody components (e.g. integrators, optimizers) are available to all levels
within OpenSim API. The next layer is modeling layer (green). The modeling layer is followed
by analyses layer (orange). The top layer is the application layer (red) which is consumer of
OpenSim API to generate applications such as OpenSim GUI or dynamic libraries. (Image
Courtesy: Seth et al., 2011).

3.2.

Scale Generic Models using Subjects-Specific Data
The next step in creating a subject-specific model is scaling a generic model. The

objective of scaling is to create a subject-specific model that has the same body properties (e.g.
body mass and inertia, body length and height) as the experimental subject. Using the OpenSim
scale tool the body mass, inertia and length can be adjusted to represent an individual subject.
OpenSim let the user to define the scaling setup. The models can be scaled individually using
experimental kinematics data that can be derived from variety of motion capture systems (e.g.
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reflective marker data). To reduce the error between the model and experimental markers, static
pose is used to calculate the average distance between the experimental markers and the
corresponding model markers. Manual iterations may be needed to get good maker positioning
on a model that matches the experimental data.

Figure 3. 2: Scaling a generic musculoskeletal model based on the experimental patient-specific
data. Models are scaled to represent the length and mass of each segment of the experimental
data.
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3.3.

Inverse Kinematic Analyses
This step is only necessary when the experimental marker data is available and is

irrelevant in cases where the output motion is synthesized or predicted due to a set of muscle
excitations or joint torque actuators. Synthesized motions can be compared to the experimental
motions using the inverse kinematics tools to validate the simulated motions.
The inverse kinematics tool in OpenSim steps through experimental data at each time step
(e.g. balance recovery kinematics data) and places the model in a pose that "best matches" the
experimental marker and the corresponding coordinate data for that time step. The "best match" is
the minimum of the sum of squared errors of markers and coordinates.
Inverse kinematics derives the joint angles from the experimental marker data. A weighted
least square algorithm is used to decrease these errors between the experimental and model
𝑒𝑥𝑝
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The result of this step is model joint angles and positions and velocities that accurately match the
experimental movement.
3.4.

Forward Dynamic Analyses
As discussed thoroughly in the previous chapter, the Forward Dynamics Tool in OpenSim

uses a neural command from an input controls file (e.g., controls.xml) to generate an output states
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file (e.g., states.sto). Potential model inputs are muscles excitations, joint torque actuators and 35
external forces. Using the musculotendon dynamics (activation-contraction and muscle-tendon
dynamics), the forces actuating the model are computed; subsequently, using musculoskeletal
geometry, the joint moments are computed. In addition to the internal loads, external loads such
as ground reaction forces and moments are needed to calculate proper joint torques.
We extended the OpenSim forward dynamics by adding the real-time feedback from
output states to the musculoskeletal model input controls. The input controls are modified though
a controller to match a desired movement. Different control algorithms are needed to be
implemented based on the complexity of the desired movements..
3.5.

Controller Design to Perform Predictive Dynamic Simulations
The forward dynamics tool in OpenSim is limited to using predefined input controls

(muscle excitations or joint torque actuators), in a form of a control.xml file that cannot be
changed during the simulation to accommodate movement outcomes; however, many human
movement applications require a controller that updates input control signals to generate desired
output motions. By interfacing OpenSim with Matlab/Simulink, we have access to input controls
and output states at each integration time-step. This interface is greatly beneficial to control
systems development for various neuromuscular applications and otherwise was not available in
commercial biomechanical modeling and simulations software packages.
A complex network of neurons controls human movement. The human central nervous
system (CNS) forms the foundation of this complex movement by exciting different muscles.
Although signals from the CNS can be categorized into supraspinal and spinal signals with
different roles in human, there is not a clear separation of roles for each part of the CNS in
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movement control. We designed controllers to represent parts of both spinal and supraspinal
system in our simulations to study different control strategies in human locomotion.
3.5.1.

Low-level Spinal Stretch-reflex Controller
Spinal reflexes associate sensory information about legged mechanics into the muscle

activations via alpha motor neurons, and bypass central inputs. Studies showed that positive force
feedback of leg extensor muscles play an important role in load-bearing [101], and compliant leg
behavior during stance gait [102], suggesting importance of a muscle reflex in explaining
important mechanical behavior of the system. Moreover, muscle stretch-reflex models that
encodes principles of legged mechanics showed successful in producing human walking
dynamics and muscle activities [103].
We implemented a low-level spinal controller based on the stretch-reflex concept (muscle
spindles and Golgi-tendon organ (GTO) [104]) for our simulations of balance control. Muscle
spindles provide CNS with information about length and contraction velocity of muscles. The
GTO provides CNS with information about forces in muscle-tendon complex (MTC) and helps
to stabilize posture. Together, these afferent mechanisms provide a simple feedback estimate of
muscle-tendon length, velocity, and force for controlling postural responses.
Excitation(t)= kp �lMTCref (t)- lCE (∆t)-lSE (∆t)� +kd [-VCE (∆t)].

lMTC_ref is the reference muscle-tendon complex (MTC) length; lCE is the contractile element
(CE), or the muscle fiber length; lSE is the series elastic (SE), or tendon, slack length; VCE is the
CE velocity; ∆𝑡 is the monosynaptic latency (25ms) [105]; kp and kd are the constant position
and velocity gains for the stretch-reflex.

A stretch-reflex was developed for our musculoskeletal models to reject support-surface
perturbations and balance our models. We started with a simple inverted pendulum model with
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one degree of freedom (DOF), and two muscle-tendon actuators, to test the stretch-reflex
controller (Figure 3.3). We ran one-second forward dynamic simulations using the closed-loop
stretch-reflex controller described above to simulate an inverted pendulum balance control. Initial
velocity (-2rad/s) was introduced to the center of mass of the pendulum to perturb the initial
motion. The resulting motion, muscle fiber lengths and activations are plotted in Figure 3.4, 3.5
and 3.6
In the following chapter, we applied the stretch-reflex controller to answer questions
regarding balance recovery in children with cerebral palsy after support-surface perturbations.

Figure 3. 3: Over simplified model of human balance control using a simple inverted pendulum
with two muscle-tendon actuators was used to validate a more complex control problem such as
human posture balance with 23 DOF and 92 muscle-tendon actuators.
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Figure 3. 4: Muscles’ activations during a one second forward dynamic simulation with stretchreflex controller due to the initial pendulum velocity as a perturbation to the system.

Figure 3. 5: The inverted pendulum rotation angles () and rotation velocity during a one
second forward dynamic simulation with stretch-reflex controller due to the initial pendulum
velocity as a perturbation to the system.
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Figure 3. 6: Muscles’ fiber length during a one second forward dynamic simulation with stretchreflex controller due to the initial pendulum velocity as a perturbation to the system.

3.5.2. High-level Controller
The low-level stretch-reflex controller is a good starting point for designing a controller
that rejects disturbances and balances our models; however, advanced control signals are needed
to fully represent complex human movement and different parts of human CNS. The high-level
control signals from the brain are believed to be a part of the CNS that is responsible for tracking
specific tasks by integration of multiple sensory inputs such as vestibular, visual, and
proprioceptive signals. Our controllers do not include all of the sensory organs that provide
sensory information for human brain due to the overwhelming complexity of such models.
Alternatively, our controllers utilize accurate musculoskeletal states (e.g. joint angles and
velocities, and muscle fiber lengths and fiber velocities) by solving the system dynamics along
with the neuromuscular feedback to locate the whole-body center of mass in the ground
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reference frame at each simulation time-step. This information was used as primary sensory
information that is required to control a specific task.
In the following chapters, we first introduce how we can utilize low-level spinal
controllers to answer questions regarding balance recovery in children with cerebral palsy
(chapter 4). We then build upon our low-level spinal controller using frequently applied taskbased control methodologies in robotics by defining high-level task commands (chapters 5 and
6). High-level task commands can range from a task to maintain the whole-body center of mass
over the base of support to tasks that control the upper-body and swing leg positions and
orientations in space. Introducing and controlling a model using these task-level commands not
only reduces the computational costs of simulations, it enables predictive simulation of
movement where experimental data is not available.
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CHAPTER 4
INFLUENCE OF THE BIARTICULAR RECTUS FEMORIS MUSCLE ON
BALANCE RECOVERY IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
4.1.

Introduction
Stiff-knee gait is one of the most prevalent and troublesome movement abnormalities

among children with cerebral palsy (CP) and its symptoms are treatable with surgery involving
the rectus femoris muscle. There are approximately 764,000 individuals affected by CP in the
United States with about 80% of them are affected by spasticity [106]. Patients experiencing
stiff-knee gait typically adopt energy-inefficient movements to compensate for reduced toeclearance and avoid tripping or falling due to spastic, over active lower-extremity muscles. Stiffknee gait is often accompanied by excessive knee flexion during stance (crouch gait) [107].
Increase in crouch angle during stance results in altered gravitational moments during initial
swing, and consequently reduces the knee flexion during swing phase of gait (stiff-knee gait)
[107]. The degree of crouch also play a role in balance control [108]. Over-activity of the rectus
femoris is attributed as a primary cause of stiff-knee gait [109]. Various surgical procedures such
as rectus femoris transfer surgery and hamstrings lengthening can treat CP symptoms by altering
the function of problematic muscles including the rectus femoris [110, 111]. Rectus femoris
transfer surgery is one such procedure, which aims to convert the muscle’s knee extension
moment to a knee flexion moment. Unfortunately, outcomes following surgery are met with
variable success [112, 113].
Rectus femoris is a biarticular muscle, acting as both a hip flexor and knee extensor, and
may play a unique role in maintaining balance during dynamic tasks [114, 115]. Some have
suggested biarticular muscles act as energy transfer straps across joints [116]. Furthermore,
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others have suggested that biarticular muscles play a unique role in motor control and are among
the first muscles affected in persons with CP [117]. As a biarticular muscle, rectus femoris may
be important in maintaining balance and may have deleterious effects when transferred to
become a knee flexor.
Recommendations for rectus femoris transfer surgeries are generally based on physical
examinations along with clinical movement analysis and surgical treatments; the biomechanical
consequences and outcomes following rectus femoris transfer surgery are rarely considered.
Physical examination of a single passive joint motion does not address coordinated multi-joint
movements. Clinical movement analysis characterizes the motion of limb segments, but not the
individual muscle contributions causing this motion. Muscle-actuated simulations and bioinspired control systems potentially give insights into the complex interaction between neural
commands, musculoskeletal geometry, and resulting functional movements. Combining clinical
movement analysis and simulation-based approaches may lead to a better understanding of
biomechanical consequences of stiff-knee gait and its treatments.
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of simulated rectus femoris
transfer surgeries on the balance recovery of children with CP under two different crouched
postures. We hypothesized that the stability of pre-surgical simulations would be different (i.e.,
have better or worse balance recovery) than post-surgical simulations of unilateral or bilateral
rectus femoris transfers. We tested this hypothesis by comparing the minimum distance from the
extrapolated whole body center of mass (CoMextrp) to the base of support (BoS) boundary as well
as the minimum time for the CoMextrp to reach the BoS boundary for each simulation [118]. We
also used these muscle-actuated simulations of balance recovery to determine whether moderate
crouched postures are more stable than mild crouched postures.
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4.2.

Methods
We determined the influence of the biarticular rectus femoris muscle on balance recovery

in children with CP by performing the following four steps: 1) creating patient specific
musculoskeletal models of children with spastic CP before and after rectus femoris transfer
surgery adopting either a mild or moderate crouched posture; 2) designing a biologicallyinspired, closed-loop control system for balance recovery; 3) generating forward dynamic
simulations to examine balance recovery following support-surface translations; and 4)
evaluating stability margins using the extrapolated center of mass position and minimum time-toboundary of the base of support.
4.2.1. Musculoskeletal Models
Three-dimensional musculoskeletal models with 92 muscles and 23 degrees of freedom
were constructed in OpenSim [119]. The Hill-type muscle-tendon model was used as the basis
for each muscle in the simulations [120]. The foot-ground contact geometry were based on 3D
scans of cadaver feet [121] and ground reaction forces were modeled using elastic foundation
mesh-based contact [119]. The models were scaled to represent the size of children with spastic
CP [122]. To simulate rectus femoris transfer surgery, we modified the pre-surgical models to
create post-surgical ones by reattaching the distal tendon of the rectus femoris from the patella
(Figure 4.1a) to the insertion of the Sartorius on the tibia (Figure 4.1b). The tendon slack length
of the transferred muscle was scaled using anthropometric mass and heights of the subjects to
ensure the muscle fibers operated near their pre-surgical length ranges [109]. The tendon
attachments on bones and muscle via-points are defined based on the MRI images of subjects
with CP [123] and modeled using OpenSim via points. The unilateral model represented a
simulated transfer on the left limb only, while the bilateral model represented a transfer on both
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limbs. The crouched postures of the models were selected based on average kinematics data in
our subject pool consisting of children with cerebral palsy adopting mild (ankle, knee and hip
angle of 13.8°, 20.9° and 17.5°, respectively) and moderate (ankle, knee and hip angle of 20.6°,
37.3° and 28.1°) crouch gait. For each model to maintain balance during forward dynamic
simulations, a control system design was necessary.

Figure 4. 1: Three-dimensional, 23 degree-of-freedom musculoskeletal model with 92 muscletendon actuators (shown in red) recovering balance on a support surface translating 7.5 cm over
0.55 seconds with a maximum velocity of 18 cm/s. The musculoskeletal model was used along
with a biologically-inspired controller to create forward dynamic simulations of children with
mild and moderate crouch to test our hypothesis regarding balance recovery following rectus
femoris transfer surgery. Biarticular locations for the rectus femoris muscle are shown as (a) the
pre-surgical attachment to patella and (b) the post-surgical transfer to the insertion of the
sartorius on the tibia.
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4.2.2. Biologically-inspired Controller
Each musculoskeletal model used a biologically-inspired controller to track the
experimental CoM displacements similar to the Central Nervous System (CNS) combination of
high-level supraspinal and low-level spinal signals in controlling human balance. The high-level
controller utilized computed muscle control (CMC) [97] to calculate muscle excitations
(peripheral nerve action potential, which initiates the muscles excitation-to-activation process
signals) to maintain a static posture in spite of the forces of gravity.
We utilized OpenSim CMC to calculate muscle excitations that drive a dynamic
musculoskeletal model to track a set of desired kinematics. The CMC algorithm utilizes a
combination of feedback control, static optimization and forward dynamics to estimate muscles
excitations required for tracking a movement [97]. The forward dynamics portion uses muscle
excitations calculated from static optimization to drive a model that replicates the experimental
joint motion. The feedback controller ensures the muscle excitations generate a simulated
movement that tracks the experimental one. The low-level controller utilized a stretch-reflex
based on a combination of muscle spindles and Golgi-tendon organ (GTO) [104]. The muscle
spindle provides the CNS with information about length and contraction velocity of muscles. The
GTO provides the CNS with information about forces in muscle-tendon complex (MTC) and
helps to stabilize posture. Together, these afferent mechanisms provide a simple feedback
estimate of muscle-tendon length, velocity, and force for controlling postural responses (Figure
4.2).
Excitation( t ) = CMC( t ) + k p [ l MTCref ( t ) − lCE ( ∆t ) − l SE ( ∆t )] + k d [ −VCE ( ∆t )]

lMTC_ref is the reference MTC length; lCE is the contractile element (CE), or the muscle fiber
length; lSE is the series elastic element (SE), or tendon, slack length; VCE is the CE velocity;
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∆t = t − 0.025 , is the time minus monosynaptic latency (25ms) [124]; kp and kd are the position
and velocity gains for the stretch-reflex.
Stretch-reflex gains were chosen to represent subjects with non-spastic, typically
developing (children without CP) and spastic CP responses to stretch. The gains were determined
using a non-linear least squares optimization in MATLAB (lsqnonlin) minimizing the CoM
position and velocity errors between simulated and experimental CoM displacements [125] for
typically developing subjects. The optimization was performed over different time periods
(0.55s, 1s, 2s and 2.8s); however, simulation time increase in optimization did not have a major
effect on resulting gains after the first 55s. In addition, we tracked hip, knee and ankle joints in
our optimization cost function to avoid unrealistic joint motions. An upper- and lowerboundaries for the design variables were used to avoid unrealistic gains. Spasticity was simulated
by multiplying the non-spastic position and velocity gains by a factor of 1.1 (10% increase in
muscle gains) to increase the sensitivity of the controller [126].
4.2.3. Forward Dynamics Simulations
The musculoskeletal models and biologically-inspired controller were used to create
forward dynamic simulations of balance recovery to test our hypothesis regarding stability of
children with CP before and after transfer surgery as well as comparing different crouched
postures (Figure 4.1). We used an OpenSim/MATLAB interface [127] to generate simulations of
balance recovery following support-surface translations. The translation was defined using a
generalized cross-validation spline function prescribing the position of the support surface as a
function of time based on clinical studies [70]. The support surface was translated 7.5 cm in the
anterior and posterior directions with a peak velocity of 18 cm/s, which took 0.55s to complete.
A total of 21 forward dynamic simulations were performed for combinations of non-spastic,
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spastic, mild crouch, moderate crouch, pre-surgical, and post-surgical models (Tables 4.1 and
4.2). Each 4-second simulation involved the 0.55s support-surface translation and 3.45s of
balance recovery to record the stability margins and potential fall due to oscillations.
4.2.4. Dynamic Stability Margins
We quantified our balance recovery data using the dynamic stability margins formulations
described by Hof et al., [118]. A spatial stability margin ( b = BoS min + CoM pos +

CoM vel

) is
g/l
defined as the minimum distance between extrapolated center of mass (CoMextrp) and the BoS
b
) is defined as the minimum timeCoM vel
to reach the BoS boundary (Figure 4.3) [118]. The CoMextrp is the

boundary, and a temporal stability margin ( TtB =
to-boundary for the CoMextrp

CoM displacement extrapolated in the direction of its velocity. Larger bmin values indicate the
CoMextrp is farther from the BoS boundary and the simulated condition is more stable than other
conditions with smaller bmin values. Likewise, larger TtBmin values indicate more time is
necessary for the CoMextrp to reach the BoS boundary and the condition is more stable than
others. The subjects BoS was 20 cm. We evaluated our hypothesis regarding the stability of
children with CP under different surgical conditions by comparing the changes in TtBmin values,
which are functions of bmin and CoMextrp velocity. A two-tailed, paired t-test at the 0.05
significance level was performed against the alternative hypothesis that the stability of presurgical simulations is different from post-surgical ones (for both anterior/posterior supportsurface translations, for both mild/moderate crouch posture and for both unilateral/bilateral
surgical cases). We analyzed the differences in bmin and TtBmin stability margins by comparing
pre-surgical simulations to post-surgical ones following anterior and posterior support-surface
translations; in addition, we analyzed differences between mild and moderate crouched postures.
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Figure 4. 2: Schematic of (a) the closed-loop forward dynamic simulation in Simulink and (b)
the underlying algorithms. The inputs to the musculoskeletal model, or neural command, were
calculated based on the low-level (stretch-reflex controller) and high-level (computed muscle
control) feedback control system. Disturbances (e.g., support-surface translations) may also be
introduced to the system as inputs. The outputs of the dynamic simulation are the model’s states
(i.e., joint angles and velocities, muscle activations and fiber lengths). The stretch-reflex
controller gains, kp and kd, were selected by a non-linear least squares optimization minimizing
position and velocity errors between simulated and experimental center of mass displacements.
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4.3.

Results
The balance recovery of all pre-surgical simulations of children with CP (bmin =

2.31+1.12cm, TtBmin = 0.19+0.10s) was significantly different (p=0.022), on average, than postsurgical ones (bmin = -4.94+11.38cm, TtBmin = -0.09+0.32s). The negative values indicate that
models are falling outside the base of support. Following posterior support-surface translations,
all pre-surgical simulations (bmin = 3.09+0.95cm, TtBmin = 0.27+0.09s) were significantly more
stable (p=0.002), on average, than post-surgical ones (bmin = -11.79 +15.10cm, TtBmin = 0.34+0.23s) (Table 4.1). Following anterior support-surface translations, all pre-surgical
simulations (bmin = 1.52+0.61cm, TtBmin = 0.12+0.04s) were not significantly different (p>0.05),
on average, from post-surgical ones (bmin = 1.89+0.82cm, TtBmin = 0.15+0.06s). The pre-surgical
simulations maintained balance following both anterior and posterior support-surface translations
(Figure 4.4). On the contrary, the post-surgical simulations (unilateral and bilateral transfers)
were not able to recover balance following posterior support-surface translations (Figure 4.4,
bottom row).
Balance recovery was also influenced by crouched posture (Figure 4.4, columns).
Following anterior support-surface translations, the moderate crouch simulations (bmin =
2.36+0.42cm, TtBmin = 0.18+0.03s) were more stable than the mild crouch simulations (bmin =
1.18+0.27cm, TtBmin = 0.095+0.02s) (Table 4.1). Following posterior support-surface
translations, the stability of moderate crouch simulations (bmin = -0.78+3.54cm, TtBmin =
_

0.05+0.27s) was not significantly different, compared with mild crouch simulations (bmin = -

12.87+19.18cm, TtBmin = -0.22+0.48s).
Alternatively, Table 4.2 shows the quantitative values of CoMextrp, CoMvel and center of
pressure (CoP) which was used to calculate stability across simulations of balance recovery.
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Figure 4. 3: The extrapolated center of mass of a pre-surgical model following posterior
support-surface translation as a function of simulation time. CoMextrp was chosen over CoM and
center of pressure (CoP) in defining the stability margins because models may be moving toward
a fall that occurs after the simulation time despite the CoP being located within the BoS
throughout the simulation. The functions b and TtB are defined based on Hof et al., 2005 and the
minimum values of these functions were used as an indicator of how stable the simulations are at
each time step.
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Table 4.1: Comparison across simulations of balance recovery defined by a spatial stability margin, bmin, which was the minimum
distance between extrapolated center of mass (CoMextrp) and the BoS boundary, and a temporal stability margin, TtBmin, which was the
minimum time-to-boundary for the CoMextrp to reach the BoS boundary. The negative values on the table show the CoMextrp is outside
of BoS and the model is indeed falling. Additional information about these simulations of balance recovery is available as
supplementary material (Table 4.2)

Crouched
posture

Supportsurface
translation

Post-surgery

Pre-surgery
Unilateral

Bilateral

bmin (cm)

TtBmin (s)

bmin (cm)

TtBmin (s)

bmin (cm)

TtBmin (s)

Anterior

1.09

0.09

0.98

0.08

1.49

0.12

Posterior

3.76

0.33

-33.86

-0.55

-8.52

-0.44

Anterior

1.96

0.15

2.32

0.19

2.80

0.21

Posterior

2.42

0.21

-0.20

-0.03

-4.58

-0.33

Mild

Moderate
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Figure 4. 4: Extrapolated center of mass displacements relative to the support-surface during
anterior (a & b) and posterior (c & d) translations (shaded regions) for simulations before (pre)
and after (post, unilateral and bilateral) rectus femoris tendon transfer for mild (a & c) and
moderate (b & d) crouched postures. The displacements for simulations of the typically
developing (TD) model without a spastic stretch-reflex are shown as well.
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Table 4.2: Quantitative values of CoMextrp, CoMvel and CoP were used to calculate differences of stability across simulations of
balance recovery.

Crouched
posture

Mild

Moderate

surface

Post-surgery

Pre-surgery

Support-

Unilateral

Bilateral

CoMextrp

CoMvel

CoP

CoMextrp

CoMvel

CoP

CoMextrp

CoMvel

CoP

(cm)

(cm/s )

(cm)

(cm)

(cm/s )

(cm)

(cm)

(cm/s )

(cm)

Anterior

3.93

5.83

8.04

3.98

5.91

8.79

3.82

5.28

7.88

Posterior

3.33

5.64

6.56

10.86

13.83

8.41

6.33

6.93

7.14

Anterior

4.04

5.18

5.15

3.69

5.12

5.24

4.42

4.62

5.35

Posterior

2.91

4.87

3.22

4.82

5.48

4.66

6.55

6.41

5.16

translation
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4.4.

Discussion
Rectus femoris transfer surgery is a common procedure for treating stiff-knee gait,

converting the function of this the biarticular muscle from a knee extensor to a knee flexor,
which may influence an individual’s ability to maintain balance. Several studies have suggested
that biarticular muscles act as energy transfer straps across joints, are among the first muscles
affected in persons with CP, and play a unique role in motor control [114, 116, 117]. The
objective of this study was to determine the how the biarticular rectus femoris muscle influences
the balance recovery of children with CP. Our results confirm that changing the rectus femoris
muscle’s function as a knee extensor to that of a knee flexor had a negative effect on balance
recovery during simulations following different perturbations. Pre-surgical simulations were
significantly more stable than post-surgical ones during posterior support-surface translations.
Balance recovery was also influenced by crouched posture. The moderate crouched postures
were more stable than mild crouched postures; however, this difference was only significant
following anterior support-surface translations.
The significant differences in balance recovery observed in pre- and post-surgical
simulations and during anterior versus posterior support-surface translations can be explained by
following biomechanical concepts. For anterior support-surface translations, the joint motions to
maintain balance require flexing the knee to compensate for an extension induced by the anterior
motion of support surface. Although our results showed that both pre- and post-surgical
simulations maintained balance, the transferred rectus femoris muscle enhanced the ability of the
knee flexor muscle group during balance recovery. For posterior support-surface translations, the
inability to maintain balance in post-surgical simulations (both unilateral and bilateral transfers)
was apparent. Joint motions to maintain balance require the simulation to extend the knee to
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compensate for a flexion induced by the posterior motion of support surface. In addition,
dynamic coupling play a major role in human movement dynamics. Zajac and Gordon [128]
showed due to dynamic coupling, the biarticular muscles can induce accelerations in direction
opposite to the joint moment they generate. The transfer surgery eliminated the role of biarticular
rectus femoris as a knee extensor, which resulted in a negative effect on balance recovery
following support-surface translations. Furthermore, Clark [129] showed that negative effects on
balance were minimal in absence of other monoarticular knee extensor such as vastus medialis.
The simulated results show the rectus femoris, along with other knee extensors play a role
modulating the knee kinematics to maintain balance. The transfer surgery changes the role of
rectus femoris, which adversely affects the balance recovery following support-surface
perturbations.
These results for anterior and posterior support-surface translations also hold true for both
the mild and moderate crouch simulations. The moderate crouched postures were more stable
than mild crouched postures; however, this difference was only significant following anterior
support-surface translations. Our simulation results for mild and moderate crouch patients in this
study were similar to crouched postures from Hoang, et al. [108]. They showed several crouched
postures afford the lower limb muscles the ability to generate increased ground reaction forces.
Furthermore, our results in both perturbation directions of a control subject undergoing
perturbation showed good conformity with the experimental healthy, upright adults from Ting
[130] and Henry, et al. [125] (Figure 4.5). Results from this study highlight the importance of the
rectus femoris muscle as a biarticular muscle in balance recovery. Further research is needed to
determine whether mild and moderate crouch simulations possess clinically meaningful
differences in the context of balance recovery.
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Figure 4. 5: Simulated center of mass (CoM) displacements for Typically Developing (thin solid
line) and pre-surgical, spastic Cerebral Palsy (thick solid line) models with mild crouch
compared with experimental CoM displacements of healthy adults with upright posture from
Ting, 2007 (square dot line) and Henry, et al., 1998 (dash line) during a) anterior and b) posterior
support-surface translations. To compare the balance recoveries across support-surface
translation magnitudes, the CoM displacements were normalized by the support-surface
translations in each study.
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This study had several challenges and our findings should be interpreted within the
context of modeling assumptions and capabilities to perform predictive simulations. First, we did
not report our simulation results for different subject sizes. However, after uniformly scaling
models to different sizes and support-surface translations, there is negligible to no differences in
balance recovery due to model sizes. Moreover, Feldesman [131] showed that the ratios of femur
to stature in children range between 8 to 18 had a very tight standard deviation (male [mean
=26.97, SD = 0.32] and female [mean = 27.11, SD = 0.46]) and the conclusions are unlikely to
change according to Alonso, et al. [132] that found poor correlations between postural balance
and the lower-limb length. Second, the balance recovery simulations used foot-ground contact
modeling that depends upon parameters such as geometry, stiffness and dissipation. The stiffness
and dissipation values were chosen based on material properties of skin (foot) and concrete
(ground) materials. The same contact model parameters were used in each simulation, so
observed differences are not the result of foot-ground differences. Third, although the controller
design was not the focus of this study, the simulation was sensitive to stretch-reflex gains.
Multiple optimizations seeded with random initial guesses were used to avoid local minima and
determine control parameters for maintaining balance while tracking experimental whole-body
CoM position and velocity [125]. Forth, we did not consider the stretch-reflex latency
differences between muscles in this study. Alternatively, we focused on musculoskeletal
geometry differences between muscle attachments and muscle moment arms to indicate a change
in balance recovery for different postures, tendon locations, and stretch-reflex controller gains.
Fifth, the difference between the experimental and simulated CoM (Figure 4.5) can be explained
with the fact that the bio-inspired controller is not a full representation of the CNS including
vestibular, visual, and proprioceptive sensory information; however, our controller uses
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information about the current whole body CoM to adjust the stretch-reflex controller gains. In
spite of this limitation, our results are consistent with the experimental balance recovery data
[125, 130]. We believe these challenges do not influence the answers to the underlying question
about what role the biarticular rectus femoris muscle plays in balance recovery before and after
transfer surgery for subjects adopting mild and moderate crouched postures. Although the
predicted stability margins may change if we made different modeling assumptions, the
conclusions regarding the surgical alteration of the rectus femoris muscle’s function having an
influence on balance recovery are unlikely to change.
There are several opportunities for future work to address problems with validating our
simulation results and further investigate biomechanical factors contributing to movement
abnormalities. Concerning problems with validation, we were unable to find previous studies
investigating support-surface perturbations in children with CP following rectus femoris transfer
surgeries. Clinical studies [69, 70] have reported some data for this population before surgery;
however, we were not able to compare our CoM displacements directly with these studies.
Unfortunately, for functional tests (e.g., Gross Motor Function Measure), there is no clear
indication of the link between balance recovery potential and changes in gross motor function
over time. Importantly, it unethical to separate, or decouple, spinal reflexes (as we have studied
here) and supraspinal brain signals in human balance studies. Concerning further investigation,
alternative treatment procedures such as distal transfer of the rectus femoris to the iliotibial band
for stiff-knee gait and Achilles tendon lengthening for equinus gait may contribute additional
insight into the influence of other biarticular muscles in postural control [92]. By using
multidirectional (e.g., mediolateral, diagonal, rotational) support-surface perturbations as well as
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ones with varying magnitudes and velocities, relationships between various biarticular muscles
and different directions may be established.
The musculoskeletal modeling, neuromuscular control system design, and forward
dynamic simulation in this study identified that distal transfer of the rectus femoris muscle to the
insertion of the sartorius may change control of balance provided by the muscle path for patients
with spastic CP. The pre-surgical simulations maintained balance following both anterior and
posterior support-surface translations while post-surgical ones did not maintain balance
following posterior translations. Balance recovery was also influenced by crouched postures
where moderate crouch was better than mild crouch in helping recover from anterior supportsurface translations but not necessarily posterior translations. These results indicate that rectus
femoris plays an important role in postural response to support-surface translations. This study
provides a foundation for the identification of other biomechanical factors contributing to
movement abnormalities and potentially improve surgical and rehabilitation treatments for
patients with neurological disorders.
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CHAPTER 5
TASK-BASED CONTROL OF HUMAN MOVEMENT
5.1.

Introduction
Motivated by the robotics research field, the synthesis of human motion control using

task-level control commands can be addressed by merging approaches from biomechanics and
robotics. A task-based controller using an operational space approach has been investigated in
robotics field for many years [65, 133, 134]. Integration of task-based control with complex
musculoskeletal models has a very promising outlook in biomechanics and rehabilitation fields.
In this chapter, we utilize the operational space methodologies in muscle-driven simulations. In
addition, we used the OpenSim/MATLAB interface that provides interaction between
musculoskeletal models and task-level control systems via feedback control algorithms, which
previously were not available.
In previous chapters, we discussed different algorithms to calculate joint torques and
muscle excitations that generate motion. We discussed the computed muscle control (CMC) and
how it is computationally expensive while it tracks every single joint and estimates muscle forces
that produce that motion using static optimizations. In addition, we showed that a stretch-reflex
controller was successful in rejecting the disturbances and in balancing our models of children
with cerebral palsy. However, the stretch-reflex controller is limited when it comes to tracking
more complex experimental kinematic data due to lack of the higher-level control signals
required for complex human movement.
A task-based controller is a model-based controller that requires complete information
about the musculoskeletal system dynamics through system Jacobian. By choosing a
physiological task, this controller can model certain aspects of central nervous system (CNS)
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behavior. Using the feedback from dynamic system states (positions and velocities) in physicsbased simulations provides a robust, real-time interaction that is missing in other approaches
such as feed-forward optimization approaches.
In this chapter, we formulated the basics of task-level control inside our s-function
interfaces. In addition, we showed its application in a simple arm model balancing a pole
example.
5.2.

Musculoskeletal Dynamics
A task-based controller is a model-based controller, which utilizes precise model of

multibody dynamics through the system Jacobian. A general multibody dynamical system can be
described by a set of generalized coordinates, q ∈ ℜ n and the following system of n equations,

τ = M ( q )q + c( q,q ) + g( q ),
where τ ∈ ℜ n is the vector of generalized actuator forces (e.g. joint torques), M ( q ) ∈ ℜ n×n is the
system mass matrix, c(q, q ) ∈ ℜ n is the vector of centrifugal and Coriolis terms, and g ( q ) ∈ ℜ n
is the vector of gravitational terms.
5.3.

Task-based Control Formulation
In robotics, the operational space formulation [63] was first introduced to relate robot

task space and force. This work utilizes operational space control strategies for controlling of
complex musculoskeletal systems. A task can be defined as a desired movement of a body that
is a function of generalized coordinates. Given the models described before, the task coordinates
are x = x ( q ) , the task Jacobian can then be defined as:

J( q ) =

∂x
∈ ℜ m× n
∂q
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The dynamic behavior in task space is calculated by projecting the Cartesian multi-body
dynamics into the task space using a dynamically consistent inverse of the Jacobian.
J = M −1 J T ( JM −1 J T ) −1

The generalized actuator τ can be written as, J T f , f ∈ ℜ m is the task or operational
space force. We can map the equation of motion onto the operational space using the following:
J
 + b + g = τ →
Mq
f = Λx + µ + p
T

where, the operational space mass matrix,
Λ( q ) = ( JM −1 J T ) −1 ,

the operational space centrifugal and Coriolis vector,
µ ( q , q ) = ΛJM −1 b − ΛJq ,

the operational space gravity vector,
p( q ) = ΛJM −1 g .

The dimension of task is always less than or equal to the operating space. When this
dimension is strictly less than the dimension of the operating space, the system is called
redundant with respect to the task. In this case the null space of the task is linked with the posture
space of the motion [133] that complements the task term through the following decomposition
equation.
τ = τ task + τ posture = J T f + ( I − J T J T )τ o = J T f + N T τ o ,
τ = J T ( Λx + µ + p ) + N Tτ o

where, τ o , is an arbitrary generalized force and
N ( q )T = I − J T ΛJM −1 = I − J T J T .
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Furthermore, a control law needs to be incorporated in the model. We used PID control
law to create the control response f * as the input to our system:
f * = K p ( x − xo ) + K v x ,

and
ˆf* +µ
ˆ + p̂
f =Λ
^

where . represents estimates of operational space dynamic properties. Placing this into the
equation of motion, we obtain:
τ = J T ( Λˆ f * + µˆ + p̂ ) + N̂ Tτ o

To solve for muscle forces, we used static optimization to minimize muscle activations squared,
2
min a~ , that satisfy the inequality condition of 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 .

Figure 5.1 shows the task-level algorithm that uses states as inputs and output the neural
excitations required for performing a task such as balance control. A task-level neuromuscular
feedback controller includes (a) Task-level command input states. (b) Task space feedback
linearization using estimation of the dynamic parameters. (c) Task space feedback loop for
tracking task space commands. (d) Posture space control input. (e) Static optimization of muscle
activations. (f) Activation feedback loop for tracking optimization solution. (g) Output as neural
excitations. Optimization algorithm can be used to tune the gains for tracking controller.
A task-level neuromuscular feedback controller enables predictive simulations of human
movement by defining the task commands that represents human actions. Next, it is a simple
example of a task level command that is used to show application of closed-loop task-based
controller in balancing a pole while moving the hand in desired positions in space.
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Figure 5. 1: A task-level neuromuscular feedback controller (a) Task-level command input
states. (b) Task space feedback linearization using estimation of the dynamic parameters. (c)
Task space feedback loop for tracking task space commands. (d) Posture space control input. (e)
Static optimization of muscle activations. (f) Activation feedback loop for tracking optimization
solution. (g) Output as neural excitations. (Image courtesy: Goldfarb, 2014).

5.4.

Task-based Control of Movement (Arm-Pole Control Example)
Using OpenSim/MATLAB interface (Figure 5.2), we implement the tasked-based

controller on a human arm with 3 degrees of freedom including the pole and 6 muscle actuators
(Figure 5.3). Task command inputs (hand positions and pole rotation) were specified. The hand
was driven to three locations inside the working space of the arm (pink spheres) while balancing
a pole (to keep the pole from falling). There was no actuator on the hand-pole joint. The pole is
modeled as a cylinder with distributed mass of 1kg and height of 0.25m, and is connected to the
hand through a pin joint with 1 degree of freedom. Disturbance is introduced to the pole as a
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force vector to the pole center of mass at a certain simulation time (green arrow). The static
optimization was implemented inside of the S-function interface using the IPOPT optimizer to
minimize the muscles activations-squared and to solve for muscle controls.

Figure 5. 2: Schematic model of the task-based neuromuscular controller implemented through
the OpenSim/MATLAB interface. The interface (dotted lines in a) calls the OpenSim arm model
and then the closed-loop task force is calculated as an input to the interface. The task force then
was used to calculate the actuation force (joint torques) using multi-body dynamics and later the
muscle excitations using static optimization. All these steps are implemented inside the interface
by calling OpenSim libraries.
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Figure 5. 3: Disturbance was introduced to the center of mass of the pole to test the controller
robustness in presence of external perturbation.
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Figure 5. 4: The resultant muscle activations calculated through the task-based controller
implemented during 10 second simulations of hand position control and pole balancing tasks.
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CHAPTER 6
PRIORITIZED TASK-BASED CONTROL OF MOVEMENT WITH
SUPPORTING CONTACTS USING OPENSIM AND MATLAB
In this chapter, we used task prioritization to synthesize whole-body human balance. In
contrary to most robotic manipulators which use open chain (serial kinematics) formulations, and
similar to humanoid robots, our models uses free-floating formulation which permits the system
to detach from the ground [135]. Gravity forces exerted on our musculoskeletal models push the
models to the ground. Foot contact modeling was used to generate the ground reaction forces
(GRF) required for moving the model in different directions. Furthermore, motion of our
musculoskeletal system is not only defined by body and joint positions and velocities in a body
reference frame but also by relative positions and orientations with respect to the moving
(inertia) reference frame.
Multiple operational tasks are required for controlling a complex human movement. In
robotics, the operational space formulation [63] was first introduced to relate robot task space
and force. This work utilizes operational space control strategies to implement control algorithms
for complex musculoskeletal models. Task priority formulations have been researched at the
inverse kinematics level [136-138] and later at the dynamics level [63, 135, 139]. In this chapter,
we go through implementation of prioritized task-based control formulation for free-floating
support-consistent musculoskeletal models. Free-floating control of robots was first introduced
in Cartesian space by Arai and Tachi [1]. The formulation of free-floating Jacobian was extended
to include dynamic interaction of generalized forces of the base segment ([22], [7] and [17]).
Later, Sentis and Khatib [135] introduced formulation of free-floating dynamics in an
operational space. In this chapter, we implemented prioritized, multi-task, support-consistent
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control of human balance in operational space using related robotics’ literatures [67, 135, 139,
140].
6.1.

Musculoskeletal Model
We started with a generic OpenSim model with 23 DOF and 92 muscle actuators. We

used OpenSim’s five Hunt and Crossley contact spheres under each foot to model the footground contact modeling [15]. The models had 10 body segments; subtalar (2x), talus (2x), tibia
(2x), femur (2x), pelvis and torso. The subtalar, ankle and knee joints were modeled as revolute
joints while hip and lumbar joints were modeled as ball joints. The pelvis body (free-floating
base) has 6 degrees of freedom in space (3 translational and 3 rotational).

Figure 6. 1: Free-floating musculoskeletal model. Pelvis body (free-floating base) has 6
degrees of freedom in space (3 translational and 3 rotational).
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6.2.

Free-floating Dynamic Formulation in Operational Space
The free-floating human dynamics under supporting contact can be presented as follow:

v̇
0
Msys � b � + csys + gsys + JTs Fr = � �
q̈
Γ
where Msys is n×n mass matrix, bsys is the n×1 Coriolis/centripetal and g sys is n×1 gravity

component , v̇ b is a 6×1 vector of base body (pelvis) accelerations (three translational and three
rotational), q̈ is the (n-6)×1 vector of joint accelerations, JTs is the transpose of the Jacobian of all
the supporting links and 𝐹𝑟 is the summation of all the foot-ground contact forces and moments

and Γ is the (n-6)×1 vector of joint torques (n is number of model’s coordinates and 6 is number
of base (pelvis) degrees of freedoms).
The resultant foot-ground contact forces are related to the forces and moments acting of the
model’s coordinates, Γs through the following equation:
Γs =JTs Fr ∈ R(n)

The support Jacobian, Js is consisted of the base Jacobian Js(b) and the Js(r) and Js(l) . The

foot support constraint relates the base joint displacements to the feet displacements.

The Simbody’s frame Jacobian was used to formulate this relationship. The frame
Jacobian calculates generalized forces Γ, resulting from a set of spatial task forces in the task
frame fixed on the body. Each task force was measured and expressed in the ground frame. The
rotational part of a Jacobian is the same for any frame fixed to the same body, so the frame’s
origin point need to be specified on the body. The system Jacobian is a Frame Jacobian such that
the task frames are the same as body frames [99].
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Figure 6. 2: Resultant ground reaction forces on the foot are due to gravity and CoG
accelerations.

6.2.1. Supporting Contact Dynamic Formulation in Operational Space
The foot-ground contact was modeled in OpenSim using the Hunt and Crossley
dissipation model [141] and the Stribek friction model. We used five contact points to represent
the foot-ground interaction. For each contact element, a force composed of stiffness, dissipation,
and friction was produced [99]:
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Fr = fstiffness + fdissipation + ffriction

The contacts were implemented in OpenSim model files as a force set. The following
code shows the sample .xml script and the contact parameters (stiffness, dissipation, static,
dynamic and viscous friction, and transition velocity) that were used in our simulations [25]:

Figure 6. 2: Foot-ground contact modeled as Hunt Crossly Forces inside the OpenSim’s model
file. Five contact points (two on each side of the heel and two on each side of the metatarsal
bones and one on the tip of the toes) were defined according to Anderson and Pandy, 1999, to
represent foot-ground contact.

Foot-ground contact forces were transformed into generalized forces that actuate the joints.
Balance was achieved through controlling internal forces to keep the foot on ground with no
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relative movement with respect to the ground contact point. As a result, relative velocities at the
contact points are equal to zero (vb =0 and v̇ b =0).
The actuation matrix Sq =[0(n-6)×6 I(n-6)×(n-6) ] was defined to select the model’s active coordinates
and the base joint. The actuation matrix was equaled to the right hand side of the equation,
0
� 6×1 � = ST Γ, plugging it into the equation of motion and using the constraint v̇ b = 0, we have:
Γ

where,

vb
T
T
Fr =J�s ST Γ- J�s (c+g)+ Λs J̇ s � q̇ � .
T -1

Λs =(Js M-1 Js ) ,
is the inertia matrix at the supporting links, and
J�s =M-1 JTs Λs ,

is a dynamically consistent generalized inverse of Js . Based on (Khatib 1987), the dynamically
consistent null space of a supporting contact Js can be written as:
Ns =I- J�s Js ,

and defines a generalized space of motion that has no force coupling effects on the supporting
links.
6.2.2. Kinematic Constraints in Operational Space
The base position in our musculoskeletal model can be derived from the position of
actuated joints alone while our system is constrained by the supporting ground [142].This means
that the base and joints velocities are not arbitrary but that they are defined in the null space of
the support Jacobian. Constrained joint velocities can be derived as:
vb
q̇ * =SNs � q̇ �
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The matrix 𝑆𝑁𝑠 is a full rank in the single support stance and so the 𝑞̇ ∗ can take arbitrary values.
The support-consistent generalized inverse of 𝑆𝑁𝑠 that satisfies the constraint 𝑣𝑏 = 0 can be

derived from the following equation:

�����s = M-1 (SNs )T (ϕ* )+ ,
SN

where, during the single support stance (SNs is full rank) the pseudo-inverse(+) becomes an
inverse and,

ϕ* = SNs M-1 (SNs )T ,

is the constrained projection of our model inertia matrix inverse, M-1 .
Using above equations, the support consistent reduced Jacobian (J* ) that shows the dependency

of the base velocity on other joints velocities can be defined as:
J* =J �����
SNs .

6.2.3. Operational Space Control of CoG
Balance was achieved by defining a task force for controlling the CoG horizontal and
vertical positions. Assuming the support constraint maintained foot-ground contact, the CoG
position and its Jacobian can be defined as:
n

n

1
x= � mi xcog(i) ,
M

1
J= � mi Jcog(i) ,
M

i=1

i=1

where M is the total musculoskeletal body mass, m is the mass of the ith body, and xcog(i) is the
center of mass of the ith body, and Jcog(i) is the Jacobian of the same body. Using the support
consistent reduced Jacobian for CoG is:
J*cog =Jcog �����
SNs ,
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and therefore, the support consistent full Jacobian can be derived as:
Jcog|s =JNs
where the subscript cog|s shows that the task Jacobian (Jcog) is projected onto the support
consistent constraints space. The dynamically consistent generalized inverse of the Jacobian is
then defined as:

where

J�cog|s = M-1 JTcog|s Λcog|s
-1

Λcog|s =(Jcog|s M-1 JTcog|s ) ,
is a task space inertia matrix and is used to form the task space equation of motion:
T
Λcog|s ẍ +μcog|s +pcog|s +Fc = J�cog|s (SNs )T Γ,

where μcog|s is the Coriolis/centrifugal and pcog|s represents the gravitational terms in the task
space of COG under supporting constraints.
vb
T
T
μcog|s = J�cog|s b-(Λcog|s J̇ cog|s +J�cog|s JTs Λs J̇ s ) � q̇ �
pcog|s =J�cog|s g.
T

The operational space control torque vector is then formed as:
Γ= J*cog Fcog ,
where F is a vector of CoG task forces that is formed as follow:
Fcog =Λcog|s aref + μcog|s +pcog|s ,
and 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 is a reference CoG acceleration vector.
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6.3.

Tasks prioritization in Operational Space
In this section we explain control algorithms for multiple operational tasks using

prioritized control strategies. This allows controling of complex human movement while
ensuring that critical tasks (e.g. CoG control) are accomplished without the interference of lower
priority tasks (hand movement, swing leg position and torso orientation).
Task prioritization, multi-task control of robots have been studied in the robotics field for many
years [138, 139, 143]. Prioritized multi-Task control, which considering the supporting
constraints, was introduced into the operational space later [142]. We implemented and extended
the work by Sentis, 2007, in this section.
Multi-task control can be used to simplify the syntheses of human movement by
identifying and sequencing individual tasks that explain the more complex motion. For example,
in balance control of a musculoskeletal model, the first task can be defined to control the CoG in
three directions (x, y, z), while keeping the CoG over the base of support boundaries (region of
stability). The lower priority subtasks, can be then defined (e.g. swing leg movement, torso
orientation). Based on the complexity of the desired movement, other tasks may need to be
defined. In generalized form, we can write the torque structure that controls N arbitrary tasks as:
N

Γ = Γ1 + Γ 2| prec( 2 ) + Γ3| prec( 3 ) + Γ N| prec( N ) = ∑ Γ k| prec( k )
k =1

where, k-th task operates in the null space of all higher priority tasks and

Γ k| prec( k ) = N Tprec( k )Γ k ,
and N prev ( k ) is the null space of all higher priority tasks to the kth task.
k −1

N prev( k ) = I − ∑ J i| p( i ) J i| p( i )
i =1
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Figure 6. 3: Schematic of the task-based neuromuscular controller implemented through
OpenSim/MATLAB interface in the Simulink environment. The interface (dotted lines in a) calls
the OpenSim 2392 gait model, initial controls, initial states files, and perform a forward
dynamics simulation with a closed-loop task-based feedback control in operational space using
the defined task forces required for performing a sequence of tasks. The task force is used to
calculate the actuation force (joint torques) through multi-body system Jacobian transpose.
Muscle excitations are calculated using static optimization.
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Based on the torque structure formula above, we can derive a general operational space equation
for the torques:

Γ = J 1* T F1 + J 2*|T1 F2|1 + ... + J *NT| prec( N ) FN| prec( N ) ,
where, the prioritized Jacobian related to the kth task is :
J k*| prec( k ) = J k* N *prec( k ) ,

and J k* is the constrained Jacobian and N *prec( k ) is the prioritized null space of all tasks preceding
the kth one.
To solve for muscle forces, we used static optimization to minimize muscle activations squared,

min a~

2

6.4.

Task-based Control of Movement (Whole-body Control Example)

that satisfy the inequality condition of 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 .

We

implemented

the

prioritized

multi-tasks

controller

using

the

described

musculoskeletal model with 23 DOF and 92 muscle-actuators in OpenSim and MATLAB
interface (Figure 6.5, 6.6). We defined 3 different tasks for this specific example. The task’s
order is shown in the following table.

Table 6.1: Prioritization of primitive tasks required for human balance
Task Primitive

Priority Level

CoG Balance

1

Swing Leg

2

Torso Orientation

3
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Figure 6. 4: Different tasks defined for the single-leg balance example. All these tasks defined
within the supporting contact constraint. Three task force vectors were defined. The first task
was exerted on the whole body center of mass. The second task force was exerted on the swing
leg foot and the third task force was exerted on our model head. The arrows on the foot-ground
contacts are not the task forces. They show the foot-ground contact forces due to gravitational
forces. The resultant ground reaction forces are summation of all those five contact forces and
are applied to the center of pressure of the model.
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The primary task was to keep the models balance on one foot while moving from point 1
to point 4 in numeric order (Figure 6.7a, pink spheres and Figure 6.8). The CoG control task was
defined within the supporting contact constraint. This means that the supporting leg’s footground contact was enforced during these tasks. However, the individual contact points can still
leave the ground depending on the defined task. The highest priority task (CoG) is then defined
by keeping the whole-body CoG projection over the base of support midpoint (middle point
between heel and toes) as the equilibrium point for balance. The task force 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑔 (derived

priviously) was exerted on the CoG of our model and was tuned based on the acceleration error

between the desired CoG and the actual simulated CoG (𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑥̈ ). The second task was defined
on the swing leg (left leg) to keep the foot in a fixed position in space while keeping the model

from falling and performing the main task. The second task is implemented in the null space of
tasks prior to this task as the following equations so that it does not interfere with the higher
priority tasks.

Γ = J 1* T F1 + J 2*|T1 F2|1 ,
J 2*|1 = J 2* N 1* ,

where subscript (1) shows the first task (CoG) and subscript (2) is the second task (swing leg).
We defined the third task as upper body (torso) orientations in the ground reference frame. We
defined the desired torso orientation with zero rotations in the x, y, and z coordinates to keep the
torso upright. The compound torque then can be written as:

Γ = J 1* T F1 + J 2*|T1 F2|1 + J 3*|T2 F3|2 ,
J 2*|1 = J 2* N 1* ,
J 3*|2 = J 3* N 2* ,
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where subscript (1) shows the first task (CoG) and subscript (2) is the second task (swing leg)
and the subscript (3) is the third task (torso orientation). The individual right leg (stance leg)
torques (N.m) during an 8-second simulation required for performing the mentioned tasks in this
example is shown in Figure 6.7b.

Figure 6. 5: a) The desired whole-body CoM trajectory defined for the musculoskeletal system
through the points (1-4). The model is suppose to go through these point while maintaining
balance on one foot. b) Right leg (stance leg) joint torques required to perform the assigned task.
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The static optimization was implemented inside the S-function interface using the IPOPT
optimizer to minimize the muscle activations squared, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑎𝑚 2 and to solve for muscle
controls that satisfy the inequality condition of 0 ≤ 𝑎𝑚 ≤ 1.

Figure 6. 6: The reference whole-body CoM path (x, y and z), was defined in our balance
control example inside Simulink.
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CHAPTER 7
SYNTHESIS OF SUBJECT-SPECIFIC TASK-LEVEL MOTIONS FOR
PREDICTIVE SIMULATIONS OF BALANCE RECOVERY
A scientific framework developed in the previous chapters is needed in combination with
experimental data to validate the simulation results and synthesize balance recovery data and
predict functional outcomes. Here, experimental balance recovery data from normal healthy
adults were used to investigate underlying neural strategies for balance control.
The prioritized task-based control algorithm developed in previous chapter, can not only
be used as a controller to track specific tasks or end-effecter positions but more importantly can
be used to track a relationship between different bodies’ movement. Series of these relationships
can be used to define the underlying neural strategies that form a motion. By defining these
relationships, one can use task-based controllers to synthesize new motions. In this chapter, we
first discussed the experimental balance data as a reference to validate our simulations. We then
introduced algorithms using surrogate model surfaces to relate the positions of stance leg, swing
leg and torso to changes in whole-body center of mass. We then described how we imported and
utilized subject-specific data in our OpenSim/MATLAB platform to implement the predictive
simulations of human balance. Lastly, we described how we tested these relationships with
experimental kinematics data from two different subjects’ balance recovery data.
These predictive simulations enable a more rational basis for development of treatment
planning and balance recovery in patients with neurological disorders.
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7.1.

Experimental Balance Recovery Setup
The balance recovery data was collected by our collaborators at University of Western

Australia and Liverpool John Moores and served as the basis for validation of the results of our
task-based control simulations of balance recovery. The state of the art CAREN (Computer
Assisted Rehabilitation Environment) system (MotekMedical, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) was
used to record the kinematics and muscle activities of the two healthy young adult subjects.
CAREN [144] is consisted of a software driven six degrees of freedom movable platform with a
complete motion analysis system including a Vicon Nexus system with sixteen infrared cameras,
force platform and electromyography (Figure 7.1). Two young healthy adults, a female (subject
1; age 25; height 1.72 m; mass 68 kg) and a male (subject 2; age 25; height 1.79 m; mass 84.5
kg) were recruited for the balance experiment. Data including, 3D marker trajectories, ground
reaction forces (GRF) (Kinematic sample rate, 250 Hz, GRF 2,000 Hz) and surface
electromyography (EMG 2,000 Hz) of 8 muscles were collected for each subject. Muscles
studied included Gluteus Maximus (GMAX), Gluteus Medius (GMED) Rectus Femoris (RF),
Vastus Lateralis (VL), Vastus Medialis (VM), Bicep Femoris (BF), Semitendinosus (ST), and
Medial Gastrocnemius (GASMED).
The CAREN platform was translated in anterior-posterior directions for 6cm and 12cm
with maximum viable working speed (40cm/s). The subjects stand on the platform with a single
leg. During single leg-support, the contra-lateral leg was lifted a minimum of 10 cm from the
floor (90 degree knee flexion). Perturbation was triggered randomly between 1 and 3 seconds
after the trial has been initiated. Instruction to participants for all trials was the same. Participants
were not given a familiarization session. Participants were not allowed to use their hands for
balance (arms crossed on the chest).
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Figure 7. 1: CAREN System (MotekMedical), single-leg support setup.

Figure 7. 2: Static pose for the second subject shows placement of reflective markers and
the force plate setup on the CAREN platform.
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7.2.

Processing and Analyzing Experimental Balance Recovery Data
Synthesizing the motion based on experimental data is a multi-step process. The

experimental data first need to be converted and imported into the OpenSim software. After
scaling the models and running inverse kinematics analyses, the experimental data is used as a
reference for our controller design.
Multiple steps were taken to process the experimental kinematic data, muscle activities
and ground reaction forces. The output files from the Vicon Nexus system that contained the
reflective marker trajectory data were in a C3D format. The C3D format is a binary file format
and it has been used in Biomechanics and Gait Analysis frequently to record 3D motion data. In
order to import the C3D files into the OpenSim, some pre-processing needs to be done. We first
used the freely available b-tk (biomechanics toolkit) to read the C3D files in MATLAB
workspace. The b-tk toolkit converts C3D files to data structures in MATLAB that contain all
the information about the markers and forces. Next, the marker’s data need to be first filtered and
then transformed to the OpenSim global coordinate convention and then be written in a file
format readable by OpenSim (.trc). The .trc (Track Row Column) file format was created by
Motion Analysis Corporation to specify the positions of markers placed on a subject at different
times during a motion capture trial. Similarly, for forces that are recorded from the force plates,
they need to be transformed from the lab to OpenSim global coordinate and then filtered.
Additionally, the center of pressure was calculated and then those forces were associated with
the bodies in the model files. Last, the forces were written into the OpenSim motion file (.mot).
The experimental data lab coordinates were rotated to match OpenSim coordinate convention (xanterior/posterior, y- superior/inferior and z- medial/lateral).
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After preprocessing the C3D files and importing the marker data and ground reaction
forces into the OpenSim, we used this information to first scale our models using the scale tool
and then obtain the experimental motion using the inverse kinematics tool in OpenSim. Please
see chapter 3 for clarification about the scale tool and the inverse kinematics tools. The inverse
kinematics tool derives the joint angles from the experimental marker data that accurately match
the experimental movement. In order to get each body’s center of mass position and velocity, we
ran the Body Kinematics Analyses in OpenSim using the motion obtained from inverse
kinematics. The Body Kinematics outputs linear and rotational position, velocities and
accelerations of each body during the entire simulation. Body kinematics was used in the
following section to derive the relationship between the positions of the stance leg, the swing leg
and the torso and their contribution to changes in whole-body center of mass.
7.3.

Simulation Pipeline for Synthesizing Subject-specific Movement
It is well known that human movement involves closed-loop control coordinating inputs

with desired outputs [12, 145]. Feedback from physics-based simulations provides a real-time
interaction that is otherwise missing in feedforward approaches. Simulations can complement
experiments to help uncover principles of coordinated and uncoordinated movements.
Our objective was to merge approaches from biomechanics and robotics into a platform
to advance the study of human movement control and to improve outcome prediction. In
addition, we constructed surrogate response surfaces approximate functions of defined task
forces using subject specific data. This is specifically important in order to perform predictive
simulations. The experimental motion capture data was used to develop surrogate response
surfaces approximating the task-level motion of a specific subject. We used surrogate response
surface model to fit quadratic functions to our experimental body kinematic data. The surrogate
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response model captures the purpose of the fit instead of the actual data for prediction when the
data is computationally expensive and/or noisy. A separate quadratic response surface
(multicolored polynomial surface) was created for each desired subtask (e.g., swing foot
position, torso orientation) as a function of a primary task (e.g., center of mass position). Each
quadratic response surface requires the solution of unknown polynomial coefficients (b) from the
following equation:
n

n

n

j =1

j =1

i≠ j

A = b0 + ∑ b j x j + ∑ b jj x 2j + ∑ ∑ bij xi x j

Where, n is number of design variables, x is design variables.
We related the position if the center of mass with respect to the base of support (V1)’s
components in the x (anterior-posterior) and z (medial-lateral) directions (design variables) to
position of the left foot (V2) and the torso (V3) with respect to the whole-body center of mass
(Figure 7.3). This means that:
V3 ( x , y , z ) = f ( V1 ( x , z ),b3 ,coeffs ( x , y , z ))

and
V2 ( x , y , z ) = f ( V1 ( x , z ),b2 ,coeffs ( x , y , z ))

After forming surrogate models, we combined the simulated motion (blue line) with surrogate
models of the experimental motion capture data (CAREN image, far top right) to begin forming
the closed-loop control systems that are required in many human movement applications (Figure
7.4).
Experimentally measured tasks for each subject were used as data points (green open
circles near surface) within the bounds of the motion captured. The response surface polynomial
coefficients were then determined via a linear least squares fit in MATLAB. Using the response
surfaces as surrogates for the subject’s specific movement coordination, desired tasks (black
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line) were computed as data points (blue filled circles) on these surfaces as functions of the
primary task. The response surface approach allows synthesis of a new, feasible subject specific
motion without experimentally measuring that particular motion (e.g., prediction of posttreatment functional outcome from pre-treatment motion capture).

Figure 7. 3: Task-based control of balance simulations flowchart using subject-specific data.
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Figure 7. 4: Task-based control of balance synthesis flowchart using subject-specific data.
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In Figure 7.4, the bottom right (blue), we generated dynamic simulations by combining
the rapid model-based design, control systems, and powerful numerical method strengths of
MATLAB/Simulink with the simulation and human movement dynamics strengths of OpenSim
by developing a new interface between the two software tools (Chapter 2). OpenSim was
integrated with Simulink using the MATLAB S-function (system function) mechanism (purple
dashed outlined box). An S-function is a computer language description of a Simulink block
written in MATLAB, FORTRAN, C, or C++ language and compiled as a MEX-file, a
dynamically linked subroutine automatically loaded and executed by MATLAB/Simulink,
similar to the interaction that takes place between the Simulink engine and built-in Simulink
blocks. A dynamic simulation with supporting contacts (musculoskeletal model image, far
bottom right) may be generated using biomechanics-based approaches. The musculotendon
dynamics compute the muscle forces actuating the model from input controls; next, using
musculoskeletal geometry, the joint moments are computed; then, using multibody dynamics,
accelerations and other state derivatives are computed. Finally, state derivatives are numerically
integrated to determine the model’s new states, including the simulated motion (blue line).
In the top left (orange), we used differences between the desired (black line) and
simulated (blue line) tasks to compute task errors. These task errors were used as inputs to
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers to continue the feedback loop for updating the
simulated motion (blue line). The differences between the experimental (green open circles used
to develop response surfaces) and simulated (blue filled circles computed from response
surfaces) tasks were minimized by tuning the PID controller gains to a specific subject. A motion
control strategy was implemented with the PID control law determining a control policy in
acceleration space. The desired task accelerations were delayed in time by a constant (tau =
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60ms) [146] representing the neuromechanical time lag for neural processing and control
correction command transmission. These delayed reference accelerations (orange line) include
control policies for all desired task points.
In the bottom left (red), we used the delayed reference task accelerations (orange line) to
generate predictive, whole-body movements using robotics-based prioritized, multi-task
approaches for a support-consistent formulation maintaining the foot-ground contact. The task
forces necessary for linear control of task accelerations are determined by task dynamics
mapping the joint space equations of motion into operational space. Each task force is comprised
of the task acceleration multiplied with its task space inertia matrix under supporting constraints,
plus the velocity and gravity compensation terms for each task. The joint torques necessary for
linear control of task forces are determined by multiplying these forces by the associated
support-consistent reduced Jacobians and priority-level-determined, dynamically-consistent null
space matrices for each task. As an example application, we defined multiple prioritized tasks to
balance a musculoskeletal model on a single supporting limb in contact with the ground. The
first priority task was to keep the whole-body center of mass over the base of support (foot). In
addition, the lower priority subtasks were the swing foot and torso positions relative to the
whole-body center of mass. A compound torque formulation was used to control each prioritized
task simultaneously.
Returning to the bottom right (blue), we used the joint torques computed from the
prioritized operational space motion control to drive a musculoskeletal dynamic simulation with
supporting contacts. Static optimization is used to solve the “distribution” problem arising from
the fact there are more unknown muscle forces than the number of joint torques. The sum of
muscle activations squared is minimized subject to the lower (0) and upper (1) bounds on
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activation and the constraint that the net muscle moments, generated by multiplying muscles
forces by their moment arms, must equal the total task joint torques. The muscle forces generate
joint accelerations and other state derivatives that are numerically integrated to simulate the
subject-specific, whole-body coordinated movement (blue line). The simulations started at 1.3s
and ended at 3s. The time span was selected to include all the perturbations and recovery time
while neglect the experimental data before the perturbations started to reduce computational
costs of the simulations.

7.4.

Results
We analyzed two experimental trials from the CAREN platform of our subjects during

anterior (subject 1, female) and posterior (subject 2, male) support surfaces translations [144].
We compared the experimental joint kinematics and muscle activities with our synthesized
muscle driven simulations. The quadratic surrogate response surfaces for both subjects are
illustrated in the following figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8. These figures show the relationship
between vectors V2 (left calcaneus) and V3 (torso) with projection of V1 in the x and z directions
for both the experimental and the simulated surrogate trials.
The kinematic differences between the simulated and experimental data are shown in
Figure 7.9-15. Figure 7.9 is a qualitative illustration of the last frame of simulations. It compares
the joint angles resulting from the experiments and the simulations for each subject. The
quantitative root mean square values for subject one’s right hip flexion angle (3.4o), right hip
adduction angle (0.93o), right knee angles (4.98o), left hip flexion angle (6.5o), left hip adduction
angle (3.37o), left knee angles (9.58o) is shown in figure 7.10. The quantitative root mean square
values for subject two’s right hip flexion angle (6.08o), right hip adduction angle (2.16o), right
knee angles (4.53o), left hip flexion angle (6.77o), left hip adduction angle (4.85o), left knee
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angles (5.86o) is shown in figure 7.12. Figure 7.11 and figure 7.13 show the quantitative
kinematics for the 6 DOF pelvis joints (three rotational and three translational) for both subjects.
Similarly, figures 7.14 and 7.15 show CoM displacement in both anterior/posterior directions
from the experiment (green, solid) and the corresponding simulation (blue, dashed) for both
subjects. The simulated whole-body CoM displacements were, on average, within 0.7 cm
(female) and 1.3 cm (male) of experimental ones.
Simulated muscle activities were also compared with the experimental EMG data. Our
simulations were based on 92 muscle-actuators. We only compared the 8 muscles (Biceps
Femoris, Medial Gastrocnemius, Gluteus Maximus, Gluteus Medius, Rectus Femoris,
Semitendinosus, Vastus Lateralis and Vastus Medialis) for which the experimental EMG data
was available. The raw EMGs (Figure 7.16-7.19, first rows) were first rectified (Figure 7.167.19, second rows) and were then filtered (Figure 7.16-7.19, third rows) using a zero-lag
Butterworth filter (high pass of 30 Hz and low pass of 500 Hz, cut-off frequencies) in MATLAB.
The rectified and filtered raw EMGs then were compared with the corresponding simulated
muscle activations derived from static optimization (Figure 7.16-7.19, fourth rows). Model
muscle activations matched experimental EMG in timing of peak muscle excitations. Differences
between simulated and experimental balance recovery were similar in both anterior and posterior
translation directions of the CAREN base.
7.5.

Discussion & Conclusion
We merged approaches from biomechanics, control theories and robotics for task-level

simulation of subject-specific balance recovery. OpenSim/MATLAB interface was used as a
main platform for merging closed-loop forward dynamics simulations with state-of-the-art
operational space controller using task prioritization, support-consistent contact modeling and
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free-floating dynamic formulations for predictive simulations of human movement. To
synthesize predictive subject-specific simulations, we used surrogate models of experimental
kinematics to form a relationship between our prioritized tasks. Instead of tracking a specific
trajectory (joint coordinates or body kinematics), we used experimental body kinematics data to
find relationships between bodies’ end-effecter movements and their contribution to whole-body
center of mass using surrogate response surfaces. The response surface approach allows
synthesis of novel subject-specific movements without experimentally measuring that particular
motion (e.g., prediction of post-treatment functional outcome from pre-treatment motion
capture).
Our results showed good conformity between the experimental kinematics and the
synthesized motions. In spite of reported kinematic differences at individual joints, the overall
motions (whole-body center of mass movements) were analogous to the experiments. In
addition, the estimated muscle activations closely matched the experimental EMG in both
directions (anterior and posterior translations). These results confirms how a complex subjectspecific movement can be reconstructed by sequencing multiple simple tasks such as keeping
whole-body center of mass over the base of support, controlling torso orientation in ground
frame and controlling swing leg to achieve a desired task.
The results of this study should be interpreted within the context of modeling
assumptions and capabilities to perform predictive simulations. First, synthesizing kinematics
using the quadratic surrogate response model is only one way to represent the relationship
between the defined tasks. Higher-order models can be designed to represent various
movements; however, the quadratic model was sufficient to represent our experimental balance
recovery data. Second, single surrogate response surface may not be a full representation of each
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subject’s motor control model. Creating multiple surrogate surfaces to represent subject’s
movements in multi-directional perturbations and various different movements can be used to
form a more comprehensive motor control model. Third, despite kinematic differences between
the synthesized motion and the experimental balance recovery data, the muscle activities to
generate those motions were similar in both peak timing and magnitude for both subjects. Fourth,
the balance recovery simulations used foot-ground contact modeling that depends upon
parameters such as geometry, stiffness and dissipation. The stiffness and dissipation values were
chosen based on material properties of skin (foot) and concrete (ground) materials. The same
contact model parameters were used in each simulation, so observed differences are not the
result of foot-ground differences. Despite these challenges, our conclusions regarding predictive
simulation of human balance recovery will remain valid.
Directions for future work include defining different surrogate models based on
individual subject movement pattern data to better understand and predict human movement that
comprise the human motor control strategies. The combination of biomechanics and robotics
approaches for closed-loop control simulations allowed synthesis of subject-specific task-level
motions. The surrogate response surfaces allowed synthesis of new, coordinated motions without
additional experimental motion capture data. The optimal PID gains allowed control over
simulated tasks for each subject. The operational space control allowed multiple prioritized tasks
to balance on a single supporting limb in contact with the ground. The four areas of the closed
loop (specific subjects, control systems, robotics, and biomechanics) offer numerous directions
for future work to advance the study of human balance control and subject-specific outcome
predictions.
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Figure 7. 5: Quadratic response surfaces for Subject 1’s CoM to left calcaneus (V2) in x, y and z
direction over projection of V1 (experimental (magenta) and simulated (black)).
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Figure 7. 6: Quadratic responses surface for Subject 1’s CoM to torso (V3) in x, y and z
direction over projection of V1 (experimental (magenta) and simulated (black)).
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Figure 7. 7: Quadratic response surfaces for Subject 2’s CoM to left calcaneus (V2) in x, y and z
direction over projection of V1 (experimental (magenta) and simulated (black)).
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Figure 7. 8: Quadratic response surfaces for Subject 2’s CoM to left torso (V3) in x, y and z
direction over projection of V1 (experimental (magenta) and simulated (black)).
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Figure 7. 9: kinematic differences between experimental (orange) and simulated movement
(blue) for a) subject 1 and b) subject 2. This figure is constructed from the last frame of the
simulations to qualitatively show how well the experiments and synthesized motion match.
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Figure 7. 10: Subject 1’s right leg and left leg hip and knee joints kinematics (experimental
(dash) and synthesized (solid)).
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Figure 7. 11: Subject 1’s pelvis rotations and translation joint kinematics (experimental (dash)
and synthesized (solid)).
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Figure 7. 12: Subject 2’s right leg and left leg hip and knee joints kinematics (experimental
(dash) and synthesized (solid)).
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Figure 7. 13: Subject 2’s pelvis rotations and translation joint kinematics (experimental (dash)
and synthesized (solid)).
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Figure 7. 14: Subject 1’s CoM displacement in anterior-posterior direction from the experiment
(green) and the corresponding simulation (blue).
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Figure 7. 15: Subject 2’s CoM displacement in anterior-posterior direction from the experiment
(green) and the corresponding simulation (blue).
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Figure 7. 16: Experimental (first three rows) EMG versus the simulated (last row) muscle activities (Biceps Femoris, Medial
Gastrocnemius, Gluteus Maximus and Gluteus Medius) for subject 1. Experimental raw EMGs (first row, red), rectified EMGs
(second row, orange), experimental filtered EMGs (third row, green) and simulated muscle activations (last row, blue).
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Figure 7. 17: Experimental (first three rows) EMG versus the simulated (last row) muscle activities (Rectus Femoris, Semitendinosus,
Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medialis) for subject 1. Experimental raw EMGs (first row, red), Experimental rectified EMGs (second row,
orange), experimental filtered EMGs (third row, green) and simulated muscle activations (last row, blue).
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Figure 7. 18: Experimental (first three rows) EMG versus the simulated (last row) muscle activities (Biceps Femoris, Medial
Gastrocnemius, Gluteus Maximus and Gluteus Medius) for subject 2. Experimental raw EMGs (first row, red), rectified EMGs
(second row, orange), experimental filtered EMGs (third row, green) and simulated muscle activations (last row, blue).
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Figure 7. 19: Experimental (first three rows) EMG versus the simulated (last row) muscle activities (Rectus Femoris, Semitendinosus,
Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medialis) for subject 2. Experimental raw EMGs (first row, red), Experimental rectified EMGs (second row,
orange), experimental filtered EMGs (third row, green) and simulated muscle activations (last row, blue).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUDING REMARKS
8.1.

Research Innovation
Treatment recommendations and rehabilitation techniques for many biomechanical

conditions are generally based on qualitative observations of the patient’s gait, experimental gait
analyses, clinical examinations, and intuition of the clinical team. Even though experimental
approaches have advanced our understanding of biomechanics, they are limited in predicting
functional outcome and identifying cause-effect relationships (i.e. muscle contributions to
movement) between muscle forces and joint biomechanics. Muscle-actuated simulations and
biologically-inspired controller design gives insight into the complex interaction between muscle
excitations, musculoskeletal geometry and observed multi-joint movements.
The interface developed in this study, combines numerical simulation and human
movement dynamics strengths of OpenSim with the robust design, powerful math, and control
systems strengths of MATLAB. This integrated platform has promise for helping researches gain
a better understanding of movement control and has the potential to improve treatment planning.
This interface also enables us to add closed-loop forward dynamics simulation that was not
previously available through other software packages. The open-loop model is limited to using
predefined input controls that cannot be changed; however, many human movement applications
require closed-loop control systems that update input controls to generate a desired output.
In addition, complex patient-specific musculoskeletal model with 23 degrees of freedom
and 92 muscle actuators was used for our musculoskeletal modeling. This provides a more
realistic modeling and simulation tool to analyze human movement. Different contact modeling
approaches (e.g. elastic foundation and Hunt-Crossley) were used for modeling foot-ground
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contacts and generating ground reaction forces required for predictive forward dynamic
simulations. This allows us to calculate reaction forces and predict motions in applications where
experimental data is not available. Furthermore, this work combined high-level supraspinal
signals and low-level spinal signals to test hypotheses regarding human movement and balance
control. The biologically-inspired controller acts similarly to the central nervous system (CNS)
in controlling human balance.
This research creates a basis for modeling and analyzing important biomechanical
conditions such as balance and control in humans with neuromuscular control deficits by
merging the clinical and experimental expertise of physicians, physical therapists and
kinesiologists with the dynamic modeling, computer simulation and control systems designs
know-how of engineers. In addition, subject-specific models were developed on freely available
open-source software. Using a freely available software implies that the discoveries can be
readily shared, investigated and discussed with other researchers to promote dialogue amongst
clinical and computational disciplines in order help advance the field toward the end goal of
understanding the underlying mechanisms behind balance and movement disorders.
8.2.

Summary
In this research, we created a platform to combine musculoskeletal modeling, forward

dynamic simulation, optimization techniques, and neuromuscular control. This integrated
platform has promise for better understanding movement control and the potential to improve
treatment planning.
Our platform extended the OpenSim forward dynamics tool by adding the real-time
feedback loop from output states to the musculoskeletal model input controls. This closed-loop
feedback controller is required in many human movement applications. Building upon our
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platform, we then developed low-level spinal (stretch-reflex) and high-level (task-level)
controllers to test simulation-based hypotheses related to balance recovery and movement
control.
Specifically, we targeted a corrective procedure (rectus femoris transfer surgery) in
children experiencing stiff-knee gait with the goal of exploring how this procedure may affect
these children’s balance recovery. Balance is among the most challenging tasks for patients with
neuromuscular disorders such as children with cerebral palsy. We combined clinical movement
analysis and simulation-based approaches to understand the biomechanical consequences of this
surgical procedure. Our results suggested that distal transfer of the rectus femoris muscle to the
insertion of the sartorius may change control of balance provided by the muscle path for patients
with spastic CP. The pre-surgical simulations maintained balance following both anterior and
posterior support-surface translations while post-surgical ones did not maintain balance
following posterior translations. Balance recovery was also influenced by crouched postures
where moderate crouch was better than mild crouch in helping recover from anterior supportsurface translations but not necessarily posterior translations. These results indicate that rectus
femoris plays an important role in postural response to support-surface translations. This study
provides a foundation for the identification of other biomechanical factors contributing to
movement abnormalities and may potentially improve surgical and rehabilitation treatments for
patients with neurological disorders.
We extended our closed-loop (high-level) controllers by merging approaches from
robotics and biomechanics. We implemented a prioritized multi-task, support-consistent, taskbased controller inside our simulation platform to synthesize human balance. We then validated
our simulated results with the experimental data of healthy adults by defining surrogate response
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surfaces that represent the patient’s primary tasks (to keep their balance) as function of defined
subtasks (e.g. swing leg positions or torso orientations. The combination of biomechanics and
robotics approaches for closed-loop control simulations allowed synthesis of subject-specific
task-level motions. The surrogate response surfaces allowed synthesis of new, coordinated
motions without additional experimental motion capture data. The optimal PID gains allowed
control over simulated tasks for each subject. The operational space control allowed multiple
prioritized tasks to balance on a single supporting limb in contact with the ground. The four areas
of the closed loop (specific subjects, control systems, robotics, and biomechanics) offer
numerous directions for future work to advance the study of human balance control and subjectspecific outcome predictions.
There are several opportunities for future research to build upon the results of this study.
1) a need for studies investigating support-surface perturbations in children with CP following
rectus femoris transfer surgeries; 2) a proper link between functional tests for gross motor
function and balance recovery; 3) immeasurable decoupling of spinal reflexes (as we have
studied here) and supraspinal brain signals in human studies of balance; 4) alternative treatment
procedures (e.g., Achilles tendon lengthening); and 5) multidirectional support-surface
perturbations of differing amplitudes. We feel this future work may lead to uncovering principles
that govern how the CNS selects appropriate muscle patterns for balance recovery.
The potential of using this platform to study, predict functional outcomes and perhaps
improve treatments for musculoskeletal conditions is exciting and valuable. This project not only
integrates software tools, but also allows integration of neuroscientists, physiologists,
biomechanists, and physical therapists to adopt, adapt, and generate new solutions for
musculoskeletal conditions.
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8.3.

Source Code
Our interface is implemented in freely available musculoskeletal modeling and

simulation software (OpenSim), which enables these results to be shared with other research
groups. In addition, all of the source codes of the interface, and Simulink model examples,
related to this work are available on a SimTK.org project dedicated to the interface
(https://simtk.org/home/opensim-matlab).
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